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enrollment, , commitment,  

enrollment, administration, degree programs,  

ens mobile, cognition, phenomenon, experience 

enthusiasm, apostolic mission, inculturation, evangelism 

entrance standards, es Dabo Vobis, direction,  

environment, church, cyber church, theological school 

environment, dishonesty, lying, forgetful 

environment, intercultural, development,  

environment, openness,  

environment, openness,  

environment, self-centered, ity,  

environment, sense of call, place of prayer,  

environmental, Katrina Schuth, Reason for Hope, students 

Envision, , theoretical, practical 

ephebophile, profiling, high-risk,  

ephebophilia, confusion, childish behavior, extreme 

Ephesus, Emmanuel Cardinal Suhard, mediator, society 

epidemic, African American, responsibility,  rights 

epidemic, awareness, Kenya,  

epikalein, epiklesis, forgiveness, preparation 

epiklesis, pneumatoglocial, prayer, implications 

Episcopal ordination, presbyter, deacon,  

Episcopal Vicar, Orange, California, diocese 

Episcopal, perichoresis, personal, responsibility 

Episcopal, seminary formation, program,  

Episcopalian s, laity, optional ,  

Episcopalian, eligibility, al provision,  

Episcopalian, friction, secularism, Europe 

epistemoal dissonance, American, popular , knowledge 

epistemoal, intercultural, pluricultural,  

epistemoal, spiritual, requirements,  

equality, recognition, divinity, commitment 

 equalizer, ethnic, racial 

equi, lying, humbug, morality 

Eric Erikson,  versus Role Confusion, personality, independence 

Eric Erikson, education, James Fowler,  

Eric Erikson, resources, psychology,  

Eric Law, participation, non-dominant, speaking 



Erik Erickson, development, al thinking,  

Erik Erickson, dogmatism, orthodoxy, responsibility 

Erik Erikson, drives, America,  

Ernest Boyer, discovery, interdisciplinary, interpretation 

Ernst Cassirer, grammar, Helen Keller, activity 

erroneous, s, Internet addiction, catechesis 

es Dabo Vobis,  , crisis,  

es Dabo Vobis, , Pope ,  

es Dabo Vobis, al, goal,  

es Dabo Vobis, expectations, Pope ,  

es Dabo Vobis, informational structure, support structure,  

es Dabo Vobis, leaders, Pope ,  

es Dabo Vobis, NCD, USCCB,  

es Dabo Vobis, psycho-, Pop ,  

es Dabo Vobis, psychological, Pope ,  

es Dabo Vobis, Ratio Fundamentalis Institutionis Sacerdotalis, Code of Canon Law,  

es Dabo Vobis, seminary, formation,  

es Dabo Vobis, society, apostolic life,  

es Dabo Vobis, spiritual, practical,  

es Dabo Vobis, spirituality, ,  

es Dabo Vobis, USCCB, approbatio,  

es Gregis, common, ministerial, Episcopal 

escalation, chronic, dependence, substance 

eschatoal, , fidelity,  

eschatological symbol, ecology, flourish, society 

ESL, , ,  

ESL, English as a Second Language, Father Scott Hebdon, foreign 

esoteric, being, Heidegger, Sartre 

Essays in Order, Flannery O’Connor, Alan Tate, Caroline Gordon 

essentialist, coordinator, expectations, functional sacerdotalism 

estrangement, anti-clericalism, Hannes Kramer, diakonatskreis 

ethic, philosophy, performance,  

ethical dimensions, responsibility, creative, global vision 

ethical, conscience,  nature,  

ethical, diversity, trauma,  

ethical, personal, intimate,  

ethical, self-appropriation, Method in ,  al 

ethics, anthropology, ,  

ethics, curriculum, consequences, tobacco 

ethics, dating policy, moral,  

ethics, doctrine, spirituality,  

ethics, laity, ly ministry,  

 ethics, Philippines, Catholicism,  

ethics, Roman, Scholastics,  

ethics, United States, television,  

ethnic , Pacific Islander, Native American,  



ethnic diversity, Catholic Church, Shamrocks, white 

ethnic group, understanding, generational differences,  

ethnic groups, Argentina, language,  

ethnic rivalry, tension, conflict, religion 

ethnic, , ,  

ethnic, cooperation, laity,  

ethnic, migration, population,  

ethnic, multicultural, multiracial,  

ethnic, parish, urban,  

ethnic, permissive, society,  

ethnic, Scott Appleby, Katarina Schuth,  

ethnic, Western, analysis, classical 

ethnicity, , relationship, theological diversity 

ethnocentrism, adaptation,  development,  

ethnocentrism, anti-Negro, repression, ity 

ethnocetrism, , development,  

ethnorelativism, ethnopluralism, denial, defense 

ethos, discernment, expectations,  

Eucharist, lay ministry, acknowledgement,  

Eucharist, same-sex, munera,  

Eucharist, symbolic, public, private 

Eucharistic , understanding, navigate,  

Eucharistic, community, Order as Sacrament, communion 

Eucharistic, Redemptoris Missio, evangelicxation,  

Eugene I. Antwerp, administration, accreditation,  

Eugene Kennedy,  , Aidan Nichols,  

Eugene Kennedy, support, peers,  

EuroAmerican, boundaries, perception, efficiency 

Europe, atheism, agnosticism,  

Europe, commitment, contemporary,  

Europe, Martha Graham, words,  

Europe, modernity, social transformation,  

Europe, United States, Canada, limitations 

European immigration, immigration, ,  

European, admissions, ,  

European, African American, rector,  

European, residence, immigrant, English 

Eusebius of Caesarea, preparation, Scholasticism, Aquinas 

euthanasia, faith knowledge, personal, involvement 

evaluation, , loneliness,  

evaluation, affirmation, lifelong learning, interaction 

evaluation, homilies, homily,  

evaluation, lectio divina, integrated curriculum, formation program 

evaluation, ministry, goal,  

evaluation, relationship, entitlement,  

evaluations, feedback, flexibility, responsibility 



evangelical Catholics, American, William Portier, Catholic sub 

evangelical, dialogue, crisis,  

evangelical, Leonard Cheshire, Jean Vanier, Jean Vianney 

evangelist, conversion, , challenge 

Evangelium Nuntiandi, consciousness, transformation, understanding 

evangelization,  

evangelization, Carroll Stuhmueller, rahamin, merciful 

evangelization, competence,  

evangelization, contemplation, ecclesial,  

evangelization, contemporary, al need,  

evangelization, faith, ,  

evangelization, institutional, liberation,  

evangelization, mentoring, catechesis,  

evangelization, new evangelization, ,  

evangelization, partnership, personality,  

evangelization, seminary, Episcopal, lay 

evangelizing, , sacraments,  

Evelyn Underhill, Baum, Christian Initiation of Adults, instruction 

Evelyn Whitehead, disclosure, , trust 

event, stimulus, opportunities, personal thoughts 

evolution, intimacy, lifestyle,  

Evolving Visions, overall happiness stress, age, differences 

ex opere operato, identification, intimate,  

examination, information, input,  

examination, memory, Paulo Freire,  

examination, questioning, interpretation, testing 

examine, renew, Cardinal Suenens, intervention 

exclusion, Bernadin, Catholic Common Ground Initative, respect 

exclusivity, vertical, horizontal, communio 

executive council, impact survey, corroborate, objective 

exegesis, apologetics, Luther, Aristotle 

exegetical methods, role, imagination, application 

exercise, teaching, Protestant, Muslim 

exercises, prayer, study, differentiation 

exhaustion, community , personnel management, role 

exhaustion, Robert Ludwig, 13th generation, cultural 

exhibitionism, drug use, hate speech, drinking 

Exiles and Fugitives, Raissa Maritain, Allen Tate, Caroline Gordon 

existence, fides qua, curiosity,  

existentialism, cogito ergo sum, individualism,  

existentialist, knowledge, objective, maturity 

existentialist, learning , essentialist,  

expectation, , ,  

expectation, adult learning, honesty,  

expectation, bond, community, relationship 

expectation, ecumenism, language,  



expectation, insecurity, overwork,  

expectation, relationship, internal forum,  

expectation, sacred, balance,  

expectations,  dynamics, communication,  

expectations, , ,  

expectations, , ,  

expectations, , practice,  

expectations, assignments, commentary,  

expectations, Church, ecclesiology,  

expectations, community, understanding,  

expectations, es Dabo Vobis,  shortage,  

expectations, fulltime, education, permanent deacons 

expectations, integration, integrity,  

expectations, life expectancy, health care ,  

expectations, maladaptation,  development 

expectations, partnership, institutional ,  

expectations, post-ordination formation, ,  

expectations, practice, evaluation,  

expectations, s, diversity,  

expectations, spiritual director, students,  

expectations, strategic, leadership,  

expectations, structure, role,  

expectations, uniformity, vision,  

expectations, United States, media, Western 

expectations, virtue, understanding,  

expense, case-method, teaching, background 

experience, , ,  

experience, , education,  

experience, action, curiosity, enthusiasm 

experience, al, awareness,  

experience, ecclesiology, s,  

experience, evaluation, discrimination,  

experience, financial, constraints, competition 

experience, lifestyle, religious,  

experience, Marriage preparation, Catholic Engaged Encounter,  

experience, ministry, appreciation,  

experience, parish setting, understanding,  

 experience, parish, con 

experience, problem solving, survey,  

experience, response, training, rectors 

experience, skills, capacities,  

experience, United States, learning,  

experience, workplace, society,  

 experiences, , design 

experiences, gambling, sex,  

experiences, social class, ethnic origin,  



experiential learning, methods, intellectual, analysis 

experientialism, agenda, American, Dom Marmion 

experiment, emotional, Marshall McLuhan, model 

experimental community, ecclesial existence, Gregory Nazianzen, F. Holmes Dudden 

experimentation, innovation, mobility, commitment 

expertise, credit check, criminal check, psychological testing 

expertise, respect, trust,  

expertise, synthesis, mission,  

experts, counselors, conversion experience 

explanation, , , preparation 

explanation, application, analysis, synthesis 

exploitation, feelings,  ,  

exploration, appearance, reality, meaning 

exploration, isolation, call,  

exploratory, synthesize, presence, meditation 

explore, revelation, transformation, environment 

exploring, personal, awakening,  

exploring, relating, Sheila Murphy, clinical psychologist 

exposure, church, isolation,  

exposure, theological connections, curriculum, symbolism 

express, analyze, critique, perspective 

expressed, -anger, exteriorized, spiritual director 

expression, advantages, uniformity, disadvantages 

 expression, atic , financial aid 

expression, learning, value ,  

expressivist-referential model, Wittgenstein, communication, ethical 

extended family, differentiation, context,  

external , polarization, reconciliation, unmentionables 

external , transformation, internal conversion,  

external forum, Institute for the Preparation of Seminary Formation Staff, preparation, seminary 

external structures, intellectual, mystical,  

external, integration, apostolic,  

external, racially mixed, Online programs, International Catholic University 

external, schedule, Bernard Lonergan,  

external, service, American,  

extracurricular, practices, internship, field education 

extreme  expression, al, financial, ideoal 

extremism, authentic, , mystery 

extrinsic, Peter Kreeft, substance, accidence 

extroversion, introspection, examination,  

face-to-face, al formation, ,  

face-to-face, frequency, teacher, rural 

facilitate, Jane Vella, Learning to Listen, Learning to Teach 

facilitation, interaction, leadership, roles 

facilitator, ex, grant, dialogue 

facilitator, Lexington Seminars, consultant,  



facilities, confidentiality, copyright, women 

factors, manifestation,  

facts, solutions, sex , crisis 

faculties, model, collaborative, laity 

faculty,  degrees, student, enrollment 

faculty, ,  misconduct,  

faculty, , ,  

faculty, , ,  

faculty, , spiritual,  

faculty, cultural, worldview,  

faculty, future, neo-conservatism,  

faculty, future, neo-conservatism,  

faculty, institutions, students,  

faculty, intelligible, Spanish Mass,  

faculty, networking, theological,  

faculty, population, background,  

faculty, professional development, engagement,  

faculty, sacrifice, obedience,  

faculty, teachers of religion, ,  

faculty, theologate, model,  

fad, theological, ,  

FADICA, Eugene Hemrick, retirement, USCCB 

failure, rejection, , management 

failures, humility, understanding, pluralism 

faith community, skill building, supervision,  

faith development, ambiguity, uncertainty, sensus infidelium 

faith development, Bernard Lonergan, preparation,  

faith formation, adults, information,  

faith formation, moral development, authentic, personality 

Faith Partners, children, spouse,  

faith sharing, experience, song,  

faith, devotion, , love 

faith, doctrine, practice,  

faith, fringe benefits, students,  

faith, liberal arts, Catholic ,  

faith, mission, commitment,  

faith, parents, children,  

 Faith, reason,  

faith, spiritual life, conflict,  

faith, wisdom, ,  

faith-based discrimination, treatment, medication, access 

faith-based prevention initiatives, pathways, spiritual guidance, teaching 

faithful, commitment, neoliberal capitalism, political order 

faithful, Promise Keepers, spiritual,  

faithfulness, tradition, customs, programs 

false accusations, characterization, disappointment, Dulles 



False score, Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory-III, MCMI-III, diagnostic tests 

falses, radical individualism, isolated, self-sufficient 

familial model, Scriptures, language, Msgr. Charles Fink 

familial, al , al ,  

familial, metanoia, conversion, Livio Melina 

families, Catholic , pluralism, teachings 

family , candidates, alcoholic,  

family attenders, Robert Bellah, religious choice,  

family backgrounds,  development, challenge,  

family breakup, , accidents, job loss 

family life, interviewing, servant-leader, reality 

family style, family s, intimacy, ity 

family therapist, case study, perspective,  

family, , location,  

family, believers, laywomen, women 

family, drugs, individual,  

family, pain avoidance, individual,  

family, quality, John Canary,  

family, skills, ly formation,  

family, skills, ly formation,  

family, social, class,  

famine, civil war, economic reversal, social 

famine, enculturation, challenge,  

Fanfani, Vermeerch, Prummer, Noldin-Schmidt 

fantasies, prayer, dialogue, s 

fatal, dependency, National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence, American Society of Addiction Medicine 

Father Andrew Greeley, Princeton University, Father Campion Baer,  Father Keith Clark 

Father Dennis Druggan, s, , Program of ly Formation 

Father Edward Burns, s, Catholic education, Program for ly Formation 

Father Edward Fitzgerald, philosophy, Tom Kleeman, intellectual formation 

Father Gerald D. Coleman, Catholic , formation,  development 

Father Gerardo Menchaca, Father Richard Henning, dignity, Sister Sharon McMillan 

Father Jim Clarke, Father Lawrence Christian, Euro-Americans, Spanish 

Father Jim Mayzik, graduate, ministerial education, students 

Father Josph Calise, serve, rector, Father Peter Snieg 

Father Knuff, Mrs. O'Connor, Gaudium et Spes, Plan for ly Formation 

Father Larry Hennessey, preparation, college, Program for ly Formation 

Father Mark Latkovich, Father Thomas Dragga, staff, membership 

Father Matt Hoffman, high school, laity,  

Father Michael Himes, 21st century, challenges, Evangelii Nuntiandi 

Father Neil Draves-Arpaia, Vatican documents, enyclical, Faith Formation Program 

Father Paul Philibert, Sulpician Father Mel Blanchette, Father Dan Danielson, Stewards of God’s Mysteries 

Father Phil Mernion, beliefs, healthy, Pacem in Terris 

Father Raul Gomez-Ruiz, age, atmosphere, global perspective 

Father Robert Duggan, Vatican II, practitioners, politics 

Father Silas Bogati, refugee camp, Caritas, evil 



Father Singler, full-time, bestpractices, integration 

Father Stephen Rosetti, ly formation, seminary,  

Father Tom Dragga, , Lorraine Ste-Marie, Ed McCormack 

Father Varkey Perekkat, Msgr. Anthony Sharma, Father Jose Matthew,  

fatigue, , parish,  

fear, defensive, intellectualization, repression 

fears, early detection, information, affirmation 

features, advantages, disadvantages, dialogue 

federal income taxes, methodology, Internal Revenue Service, IRS 

feedback,  directors, religious superiors,  

feedback, , ,  

feedback, development, support staff,  

feedback, forum, professional development,  Plan 

feelings, loss, acknowledgement,  

feelings, spiritual direction, understanding,  

feelings, witnessing, ing, active 

fellows, healing, guiding, sustaining 

fellowship, ordination, formation, disciple 

feminine dimensions, generation, gifts, faith-sharing 

 feminist, feminism, black ,  

feminization, balance, college, clericalism 

Fenton Johnson, Anger, s,  

Ferdinand Ebner, Das Wort und die Geistigen Realitäten, speech, self- 

fewer s, costs, financial,  

fiber arts, ceramics, furniture, audio recordings 

fideism, American, British, European 

fideism, utilitarianism, ,  

fideistic, Kierkegaard, Karl Barth, Rudolf Bultmann 

fidelity, , Simone Weil, prayer 

fidelity, contentiousness, integrity,  

fidelity, individuality, ,  

fidelity, James Whitehead, Seasons of Strength,  

fidelity, scandal, witness,  

fidelity, Scripture,  life,  

Fides et Ratio, , understanding, existence 

Fides et Ratio, cultivate, thinking,  

Fides et Ratio, duration, content,  

Fides et Ratio, Pope , es Dabo Vobis,  

 Fides et Ratio, seminaries, American 

fides quae, fides qua, pluralism, ism 

fides quarerens intellectum, faith, seeking, understanding 

field education director, internet, spiritual director,  

field education, , ,  

field education, apprenticeship, candidate,  

field education, classroom, real-world experience,  

field education, community, transition,  



field education, curriculum, recruitment, methodology 

 field education, Directives on the Formation of  Concerning Problems Related to Marriage and Family, formation 

field education, generativity, integrity,  

field education, internships, church,  

field education, issues, al practice,  

field education, Program of ly Formation, ,  

field educators, new era, al formation, seminary formation 

field experience, , self-understanding, inclusive 

field test, diversity, John Convey,  

Fifth Step , Robert J Kus, Spirituality and Chemical Dependency, support group 

file server, videoconferencing, voice chat,  

file sharing, online gaming, MOO, MUD 

Filipino, economic, sexism,  

Filipino, Hispanic, Korean, communities 

Filipino, Hispanic, Vietnamese,  

Filipino, Hispanic, Vietnamese,  

finance, lay, management,  

finance, resource development, performance management, decision-making 

finance, steward, accounting,  

finances, facilities, formation,  

financial compensation, research, educators, evaluation 

 financial crisis, church,  

financial support, information,  

financial, anxiety, transition,  

financial, competition, association, religious tradition 

financing, volunteer, United States, issues 

findings, socioal, foreign-born, understanding 

fire, s, parish, parishioners 

First Critique, William James, existence, Soren Kierkegaard 

First World, theologates, Catholic University, poor 

fiscal, hiring, retaining, staff 

five years, nine years, generation, institutional formalism 

fixated pedophilia, ego-syntonic, edo-dystonic, chastity 

Flannery O’Connor, Ecclesia in America, authenticity, family 

Flannery O’Connor, James Wood, spirituality, disoriented 

flexibility, Bernadin, polarization, leadership 

flexibility, standards, USCCB,  

flexible, genuineness, sincerity, American Catholic Philosophical Association 

flock, Good Shepherd, Presbyterorum Ordinis,  al charity 

Floden, argument, Buchmann,  

flood, destruction, chaos, death 

fluency, commitment, institution, Marshall McLuhan 

focus group, , ,  

focus, locus, discovery, wisdom 

focus, PPF, direction,  

focus, problem, education,  



food, , obedience, Eucharist 

food, consumption, drugs,  

foreign students, admissions, policies,  

foreign, play, red flags, s 

foreign-born, Anglo-Catholic, European Pilgrims, immigrants 

forgetful, , ,  

forgiveness, concern, recovery, perfectionism 

forgiving, compassionate, model,  

formal, influence, persuasion, Lyndon Johnson 

format, content, Richard Rohr, Everything Belongs 

formation 

formation advisors, handbook, ministry, formation 

formation personnel, alcoholism, treatment, drinking 

formation program, National Conference of Catholic , norms,  

formation programs, ministerial solidarity, responsibility, teach 

formation,  life, seminary,  

formation, ,  

 formation, , ,  

formation, , ,  

formation, , ,  

formation, , education,  

formation, , ordination,  

formation, , parish,  

Formation, a8uthentic  connection,  education,  

formation, case study, issues, dynamics 

formation, choices, conformity, dissonance 

formation, commitment, ministerial,  

formation, community, Mission Statement,  

formation, deviant, ongoing,  

formation, dialogue, laity,  

formation, diocesan, seminary,  

formation, education, seminary,  

formation, education, spiritual,  

formation, es Dabo Vobis, education,  

 formation, es Dabo Vobis, Pope ,  

formation, feedback, seminary,  

formation, framework,  

formation, functional , ly,  

formation, ideoal differences, initiatives,  

formation, intellectual, al,  

formation, mentoring , mentor,  

formation, ministers, NECA,  

formation, philosophical, expense,  

formation, philosophy, ecclesiology,  

formation, psychologist , Seminary,  

 formation, relationship,  



formation, religious life, age,  

formation, Robert Manning, Daniel McLellan,  

formation, seminarian, clergy education,  

formation, skill development, ministry,  

formation, transcendent, discipleship,  

formation, Victor Klimoski, Robert Schreiter,  

formational, , ordination rates, Trinitarian 

formational, model, intimate relationship, knowledge 

formative, objective, projective, interview 

formator, counselor, team building, evaluation 

formators, challenging, healing,  

formators, faculty, administration,  

formators, United States, dominant , white 

forms, symbols, defenses, Praxis model 

fornication, teens, practical atheism, Bachanalian self-reliance 

fortiori, MacIntyre, Haurwas, ethics 

forum, Third Consultation for  Directors, local church, information 

foster, build, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, United States 

fostering, evaluation, candidate, ae Vitae 

foundation, pre-, program,  

foundation, suspicion,  director,  

foundational, topical, qualified faculty, financial resources 

foundations, , Rene Descartes, faculty 

foundations, Derrida, meaning, tradition 

four pillars,  formation, admissions, course work 

fragmentation, individualism, marginalization, discrimination 

frailty of reason, self-awareness, euthan, Caesar 

framework, , ,  

framework, Athens and Jerusalem, study,  

framework, clinician, Integrative Model of Psycho Development,  

framework, comprehensive, ,  

framework, listening, assertion, communication 

framework, structure, content,  

Fran Ferder, psycho development, problems,  

France, North America, Leo XIII,  

France, summons, Vietnam, Charlie Haughey 

Francis Bacon, Intentional Presbyterates, , diocesan 

Francis Cardinal George,  of Chicago, principals, teachers 

Francis Fukayama, L. Gregory Jones, individualism,  

Francis George, Generation X, Baby Boomers, Generation Why 

Franciscan, Carmelite, Ignatian, Third Orders 

Franciscan, social justice, elitism,  

Francois Mauriac, Franz Kafka, literature, Oedipus 

fraternity, apostolic life, poverty, learning 

Frederick Copleston, The  of Philosophy, Robert Caponigri, Ralph McInerny 

free choice, standard, generativity,  



freedom, commitment, non-reductionism,  

freedom, conversion, understanding, respect 

freedom, David Bornstein, How to  the World,  

 freedom, individual,  

freedom, mercy, social consciousness,  

freedom, Southern Baptist, planning,  

freelance, istic, , university 

freestanding model, preparation , diocesan , context 

freestanding, First Plenary Council of Baltimore, , development 

frequency, alcoholism, chemical dependency, behavior 

Friar Thomas D’Aquino, St. Thomas Aquinas, James A. Weisheipl,  

friction, relationships, public image, sex  

Friedrich Schleiermacher, science, facts,  

friends, quality, quantity, Data 

friendship, body, pleasure,  

friendship, counsel, cliques,  

friendship, cybersex, intimacy,  

friendship, ity, respect,  

friendship, moral relativism, Faith Hope Love,  

friendship, practice, unity,  

friendship, spiritual, life skills, personal relationship 

friendship, suffering, joy, personal fidelity 

from within, faith-filled, financial resources, complex 

frostily, formation, John C. Favalora, program of ly formation 

frustration, discouragement, , tension 

Fulfilled in your Hearing, Karl Barth, software, modulation 

fulfillment, , development,  

fulfillment, pedagogy, methods,  

fulfillment, personal, conditions,  

full-time, , cultural movement, marriage 

Fulton Sheen, genuine, sincerity, commitment 

fun, character, holiness, dilemmas 

function, character, community, individual 

function, ecclesiastical, political,  

functional, stress, duties,  

functionalism, utilitarianism, viruses,  

functioning, discipline, responsibility, cooperation 

fundamental, personnel, , staff 

fundamentalism, Christian, Islam, social 

fundamentalism, relationship, intolerance,  

fundamentalism, spirituality, fears,  

fundamentalists, Pentecostals, parishes, solidarity 

fundamentals, American, philosophy, Post-Vatican II 

funding, survey, rectors, diocesan 

fundraising, Board of advisors, trustees,  

fundraising, contribution, vision, anger 



Future Church, participation, Call to Action,  

future, s, psychological, spiritual 

G. K. Chesterton,  dilemma, theological Neanderthals, Newman 

Gabriel Marcel, Thomas Aqunias, respect, language 

Galicia, suffering, obstacle, money 

Gallup , Hispanic, Latino, generation 

gambling, sex, standards, obscenity 

Garrone,  directors, guidance,  

Gary Badcock, advertising, image, lifestyle 

Gary Banks, dogmatics, Juan Guiterrez, Maria de la Cruz Aymes 

Gary Riebe-Estrella, , dilemma,  

gatherings, diversity, Latino,  

Gaudium et Spes, nature, Unitatis Redintegration,  

Gaudium et Spes, values, principles, preferences 

gay, smoker, recreational drugs, work 

gender , self-soothing, self-exploration,  

gender, , Pacific Islander,  

gender, , stress,  

gender, multicultural, decline in s, deacon 

General Directory for Catechesis, GDC, al,  

generalizations, media, impressions, statistics. ity 

Generation X, Generation Y , boomers, silent generation 

Generation X, pilot project, recruitment,  

Generation X, Pope , es Dabo Vobis,  

generation, , s,  

generation, leadership, religious life,  

generational difference, faith, , evangelization 

generational,  orientation, theological, perspective 

generations, Program of ly Formation, PPF, es Dabo Vobis 

generativity, rituals, passion,  

generativity, s, First Five Years of the , seminary 

generativity, service, contribution,  

generosity, compassion, availability, perceptions 

generosity, creativity, compassion,  

generosity, flexibility, inner security,  

generosity, gratitude, vulnerability,  

generosity, spiritual, intelligence,  

genetic manipulation, euthan, cybersex, lay minister 

genital, sinful, sex,  

gentleness, compassion, Faithful, citizenship 

genuineness, self-, respect, union 

Gen-X, faith, new generation, Generation X 

geography, diversity, customs, traditions 

geography, September 11th, affordability,  

George Aschenbrenner, apostolic mission, reorientation, candidates 

George Aschenbrenner, narcissism 



George Niederauer, , faculty,  

George Schner, , Stephen Brookfield, Victor Klimoski 

George Weigel, es Dabo Vobis, Layman, laywoman 

Gerald Brown, Sulpician, ,  

Gerald Coleman, Catholic , Paul IV, Sacerdotalis Caelitbatus 

Gerald Coleman, Howard Bleichner, evaluation ,  

Gerald L. Brown, leadership, Robert Wister, James Walsh 

Gerald May, community, lost soul,  

Gerald May, healthcare professionals, therapy, relationship 

Gerald May, homoity, condemnation,  

Gerald McBrearity, integration, chaste ,  

Gerald Vann, Integral ism,  an Contemplation, Prayer and Intelligence 

Gerard Egan, initiate, manage, opportunities 

Gerard Manley Hopkins, spirituality, ministry,  

Germain Grisez, Russell Shaw, formation, ordination 

German, logotherapy, neuroses, World War II 
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German, United States, students,  
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Germany, Ireland, Italy,  
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gesture, accent, non-native speaker,  
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gifts, talents, tutoring, sports 

Gilson, language, America, marginalization 
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Gisbert Greshake, ontology, Peter Flink,  

global awareness, , comfort zones, H. F. Law 

global church, multiple worldviews, al, family 

global information infrastructure, society, social reality,  

global market, England, Nicholas Boyle, commitment 

global village, , , poverty 

global, ecclesial, pandemic,  

global, Muslim, tradition,  

globalization, , ,  
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globalization, future, disintegration,  

globalization, universal, behaviors,  

glossary, correct usage, pontifical, canonical 

Gmelch, Seerdorf, transition, solidarity 

goal setting, conflict management, communication,  
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 goal, image,  

goal, ministry, nature,  



goal-driven, respect, cultural difference, understand 

God moments, congregation,  adolescent, Scripture 

God, family, knowledge,  

God's call, Kenneth R. Himes, secular realities, vision 

God's will, urban, Msgr. Lorenzo Albacete, CL 

Going My Way, Bing Crosby, Barry Fitzgerald, Nothing Sacred 

Good News, Jesus, faith community, family 

good practices, audit, individual, group analysis 

good soil, Good News, flourish,  

goodness, holiness, moral, spiritual 

Gospel of Matthew, Second Vatican Council, God, Decree on the Apostolate of the Laity 

gospel spirituality, , liberal, Virtual Faith 

gospel, appropriate, hostile,  
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Gospel, ministry, ministers,  

governance, curriculum, design, management 

governance, interview,  

governing, al formation, habilitationschrift, Second Vatican Council 

government, Philip Murnion, military, case study 

government, solidarity,  

governments, field education, social experiment, multi-centered 
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grace, , ,  

grace, hinder, facilitate,  
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group dynamics, scandal, ,  
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healthy formation, , al,  
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hermeneutical, fragmentation, Roger Haight,  
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hero, Minority  Development Model, Joseph Campbell,  
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hinder, facilitate, grace, nature 
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Hindus, Christian-Jewish relations, Nostra Aetate, secular modernity 

hiring strategy, , , conflict 

hiring, commitment, competence, candidates 
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Hispanic, Vietnamization of Hispanic Ministry, Vietnamese,  
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historical, understanding, transition,  
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ideological, role, clergy, effects 
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Ignatian, understanding, prayer,  
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image, Peter Steinfels, Richard John Neuhaus,  
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immaterial, ordained, material,  
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immediacy, immediate, , accessible 
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immersion, dissonance, resistance,  

immigrant, communications, , Novo Millennio Ineunte 

immigrant, spiritual, vision,  
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immigrants, United States, integration,  
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impact, clergy, al ministers,  

impact, discussion, leaders, framework 
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impairment, diagnostic criteria, maladaptive pattern,  

impediments, Scott Bullock, factors, discernment 
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implementation, vision, John N. Collins, Diakonia: Re-interpreting the Ancient Sources 
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implications, exploration, es,  
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implications, magisterium, challenge,  

implications, represent, significance, spiritual 

imprisonment, torture, death, persecution 
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inappropriate, discovery,  
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incentive, affirmation, challenge,  

incentives, structures, s, Third Millennium 
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inclusiveness, resentment, clarity,  

inclusiveness, resources, , power 

inclusivity, inclusive, ethnic, diversity 

income levels, geography, Native American, counter-cultural 

income, expectations, low pay,  
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inculcation, relations, Nostra Aetate,  

inculturate, Gospel, , social philosophies 

inculturation, Cardinal Ratzinger, parish registration, Notre Dame Study of Catholic Parish Life 

indecision, fear, Maslow, assumption 

independence, American Catholic, United States,  

independence, misconceptions, age, desire 
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India, Columbia, Nigeria, Vietnam 

India, Europe, United States,  

indicators, antisocial personality disorder, APD, restiveness 

indifference, community, isolation,  

indifferent, psychological, perspective,  

indigenous, Islam, Christians, Muslims 

individual,  formation, freedom,  

individual, , ,  

individual, collective, spirit, conditions 
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integration, , understanding,  
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intellectual,  formation, spiritual,  
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intellectual, , spiritual,  

intellectual, , spiritual,  
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intellectual, American, homoity, careers 

intellectual, expression, ,  

intellectual, norms, spiritual,  
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intellectual, spiritual, al,  
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intentions, experience, parochial, education 

inter, transformation, continuous,  
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interaction, foreign clergy, presbyterate, understanding 

interaction, method, ideology,  

interaction, presentation, case studies,  

interaction, s model, network,  

interaction, truth, relationship,  

interactive, ly ministry, experience,  

interactive, presentations, network equipment, grants 

interactivity, Access, Excel, FrontPage 

intercession, passion, John Henry Newman, conversion 
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intercultural transmission, Vietnamization of Hispanic Ministry, Vietnamese, Hispanic 

intercultural, communication, policy, diocesan 

interdenominational, intervention, advocate,  
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interdependent, framework, hermeneutic, globalization 
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internal forum, explanations, , minors 
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interpretation, homo, promise,  

interpretation, rites,  
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interreligious dialogue, worship, inculturation, perspective 

interreligious, dialogue, challenges, rectors 

interrupt, cycle, experience, knowledge 

intervals, Summary, American Catholics,  

intervene, identify, prevent,  

intervention, , ,  

intervention, alcoholic, ,  

intervention, candidates, physical, emotional 

intervention, skill base, implementation,  

interview, discernment, relationship, facilitate 

interviewing, hiring, feminine dimension, women 

interviews, focus group, individuals, commonality 

intimacy, , ,  

intimacy, , ,  



intimacy, , curriculum,  

intimacy, coercion, confusion,  

intimacy, consultants, Ontology,  

intimacy, desire, affection,  

intimacy, money, time,  

intimacy, prayer, James Gill,  

intimacy, relationships, career, privacy 

intimacy, self-transcendence, communication,  

intimate connection, gift, work, workcamp 

intimate experiences, college, personal lives, youth 

intolerance, customs, orientation, generations 

intolerance, immigration, ideology,  

intolerance, relativism, minority,  

intoxicating, isolating, integral,  

intoxicating, vulnerable clergy, ,  

intramural sports, ministry, , purpose 

intrapersonal, , al,  

intrinsic, Study, teach, philosophy 

introspection, integrated, awareness, tests 

introspection, synergetic articulation, awareness, The Hero with a Thousand Faces 

introversion, self-image, support, model 

intrusive, abusive, inappropriate, exhibitionism 

intuition, parish, opinion,  

intuition, world, Gaudium et Spes, autonomy 

investigation, presumption, ordination, contemporary  

investigation, rector, dean,  

investment, Lawrence Blum, disillusioned,  

investment, pace, deliberations, positional leader 

invigorate, awareness, conscious, deliberate 

invitation, participate, giving, receiving 

involvement,  development, ,  

involvement, action, ,  

involvement, American, educated, resourceful 

involvement, attention, time,  

involvement, faithful, individuals,  

involvement, formator, conversion,  

involvement, interaction, investment,  

Iowa, Hemrick-Hoge study, Minnesota,  

IPF,  Symposium, intellectual, al 

IPP, Lilly Endowment, socioal, young s 

ipso facto, Teresa Avila, Francis Xavier, sameness 

Ireland, France, Netherlands, Belgium 

Ireland, relationship, . Sacrament,  

Irish, German, Slavic, Italian 

irresponsibility, unlawful behavior, Psychopathy Checklist-Revised, PCL-R 

irritability, withdrawal, physical pain,  



Islam and Science, The Only Chaos, Patterns or Principles, Galileo 

Islam, fundamentalism, Hinduism,  

Islam, racism, , crime 

Islamic studies, Abrahamic faiths, Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, global ministry 

Islamism, honesty, truth, prudence 

isolated ego, composit, German,  

isolation,  suffering, judgmentalism,  

isolation, charity, disassociation,  

isolation, family, rigidity,  

isolation, generativity, stagnation, self-absorption 

isolation, role, curriculum,  

isolation, self-medicate, loneliness,  

isolation, self-medicate, loneliness,  

isolation, threat, fragmentation,  

isolation, Web, loneliness,  

Israel,  Synod, FABC,  

Israel, France, multicultural, spiritual 

Israelite, relationship, peaceful, apostolically 

ISST, discuss, awareness, spiritual formation 

issue, challenge, Best/Worst Response Inventory, student evaluation 

issues, , Men Vowed and ,  

issues, faculty, case study, context 

issues, lay person, departure,  

issues, seminary, levels,  

issues, spiritual, multicultural,  

issues, theological, formation,  

Italy, religious, orders, diocesan 

ities, tradition, background,  

ity, , ,  

 ity, , cassock,  

 ity, , confidentiality,  

ity, , healthy,  

ity, , Magisterium, maturity 

ity, al, reconcile,  

ity, communication, Gaudium et spes,  

ity, complementarity, unity,  

ity, ly character,  formation,  

ity, personal, cultural,  

ity, spiritual, aging, body 

Ivan Mestrovic, seminary, New Orleans, Hurricane Katrina 

J. Cyril Dukehart, charity, Thomas W. Plassmann,  

J.A. Rafferty, cyberpornography, direct questions, applicant 

Jacques Maritain, atic, structure,  

Jacques Maritain, Étienne Gilson, Edith Stein, course 

James Bacik, role, future,  

James Barker, practice, transition,  



James Bryant Conant, education, ,  

James Collins, clarification, principles,  dignity 

James Davidson, , Virgil Elizondo, Hispanic 

James Davidson, Andrew Greeley, laity,  

James Davidson, intergenerational, Purdue,  

James Davidson, intergenerational, Purdue,  

James Davidson, Ordering the Baptismal , practices,  

James E. Quigley, environment, conviction, college preparatory 

James Gill, intimacy, scripture, style 

James Gill, United States, decrease,  

James J. Hill, Sulpician, John B. Hogan, seminary education 

James Marcia, foreclosure, diffusion, moratorium 

James O’Neil, William Hunt, admission,  

James Schuerman, immigrant, NCEA Seminary Project,  

James Tunstead Burtchaell, conviction, affirmation,  

James Whitehead, , Evelyn Whitehead, disclosure 

Jampolsky, fear, judgment, scarcity 

Jan Viktora, cooperation, John Canary,  

Jane Carew, formation, internal forum, external forum 

Janet Walton, , divine,  

Japanese, economy, Spanish, Polish 

Jean Laplace, Juan Alfaro, doctrinal traditions, Council of Chalcedon 

Jean Piaget, Lawrence Kohlberg,  development, intimacy 

Jean-Francois Lyotard, Juergen Habermas, limitations,  

Jean-Pierre Torrell, Saint Thomas Aquinas, Robert Royal, Vatican II 

Jeremiah, post-synodal, es Dabo Vobis,  

Jerry Fallwell, Mother Angelica, post-ideoal, post-modern 

Jesuit, , ,  

Jesuit, Benedictines, Franciscan,  

Jesuit, Newman, evangelical, ecclesial 

Jesuits, Renard, Wade, Davitt 

Jesus, layperson, congregational life, commitment 

Jew, tradition, religion,  

Jewish Law, sacred scripture, Epicurus, doctrine 

Jewish, hostility, , Poland 

Jewish-Cristian relations, communicative, values, community 

Jim Orford, obsessive,  ity, Joe Kort 

Jim Steffes, discernment, calling,  

Jim Walsh, administration, experience, faculty 

Jim Whitehead, Evelyn Whitehead, Your  Self, A Sense of ity 

job loss, provider-patient disconnect, psychologist, mental health professional 

job search, interviewing, counseling, career services 

job security, , clerical control, autonomy 

job, expectations, seminary, parish 

Joe Kempf, homily, asynchronous, communication 

Johann Adam Möhler, Die Einheit der Kirche, Symbolik, unity 



Johann Moser, The Aquinas Prayer Book, Robert Anderson,  

John Allen, Scott Hahn, college, high school 

John Buchanan, Kathleen Norris, congregation,  

John Bucki, perspective, language,  

John C. Cavadini, , conformity, textbook 

John C. Nienstedt, ly formation, rectors, United States 

 John Canary, leadership, implications 

John Courtney Murray, Izak Rabin, determination, leadership 

John Fisher, Padua, obedience, unity 

John Haldane, secular, Jacques Maritain, institutions 

John Heagle, Jim Whitehead, Evelyn Whitehead, Your  Self 

John Heagle, problems, Fran Ferder,  

John Henry Newman, Maurice Blondel, Georg Hermes, Anton Günther 

John J. Havens, donations, Gallup, Zogby 

John Lancaster Spaulding, , John Talbot Smith, Gibbons 

John M. D’Arcy, , ,  

John Nienstedt, strengths, norms, issues 

John Paul Heil, Anne Marie Kitz, intercultural, Turkey 

John Paul, young people, World Youth Day, language barriers 

John Rawls, construct, Germain Grisez, Joyn Finnis 

John Reid, servant, prayer, commitment 

John the Baptist, mission, Body and Blood,  

John Tracy Ellis, France, First Plenary Council of Baltimore, Sulpician 

John VIII, Cadaver Synod, Sergius III, anti-pope 

John W. Crossin, ministry, family,  

John Wipple, Frederick Jelly, Thomas Russman, Marshall 

John XXIII, , Mother Teresa,  

John XXIII, leadership, Kennedy assassination, Rubricarum Instructum 

John XXIII, Pisa, Alexander V,  

Johnson Institute, National Association for Children of Alcoholics, NACoA,  

join, United States, ,  

Jordan, Canada, Switzerland, Ukraine 

Josef Hornef, J.K. Passavant, Cardinal Bishop of Breslau, Melchior van Diepenbrock 

Joseph Bernadin, Dorothy Day, Teilhard de Chardin, spiritual care 

Joseph Feeney, choice, individual, preference 

Joseph Fichter, Social Relations in the Urban Parish, ecclesiology of choice, multiculturalsim 

Joseph G. Bachand, Kathleen Gallagher, Lynn M. Levo, Stephen J. Rosetti 

Joseph L. Wetchler, Karen L. Fontaine, AAMFT, pathoal 

Joseph L. Wetchler, Lorna L. Hecker, Terry S. Trepper,  

Joseph Nemec, , theological,  

Joseph Ratzinger, , source, objectives 

Joseph White, diocesan, seminary, United States 

Josiah Royce, ,  

journal, adaptation, ,  

journey, , reform, conversion 

journey, love, ministry,  



joy, appreciation, Lumen Gentium, conviction 

joy, staff, ,  

Joyce Heil, Created in God’s Image,  pornography,  maturity 

Judaism, infidelity, voluntary, Dead Sea Scrolls 

Judaism, spiritual journey, ecumenism,  

judge, write, speak, objective 

judgment, behavior, understanding, consolation 

judgment, difficulties, ,  

judgmental, , anger, predisposition 

judgmentalism, empty rituals, irrelevant traditions,  

Judiasm, Pope Paul VI, Ecclesiam Suam,  

Julien Green, Dostoyevsky, Graham Greene,  

Jungian psychology, practicum, confidentiality, Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 

justice, age, , community 

justice, awareness, sensitivity,  

justice, read, listen,  

justifiable, teachable moment, orientation, interpretation 

justification, union, obedience,  

justly, charitably, abundantly,  

juxtaposition, tradition, spiritual detachment, narcissism 

Kant, British empiricism , Locke, American Constitution 

Karen L. Fontaine, AAMFT, pathoal, clinicians 

Karl Marx, Sigmund Freud, anti-Christian, animus 

Karl Rahner, Africa, , geographic boundaries 

Karl Rahner, paschal mystery, continuity,  

Karl Rahner, s, skills,  

Karol Wojtyla, Kant, Marx, Person and Community 

Kasper, Michael Himes, Kenneth Himes, implications 

Katarina Schuth, , accreditation, approaches 

Katarina Schuth, keystone conferences, Victor Klimoski,  

Katherine Ketchum, limitations, Ernest Kurtz,  

Keirsey, Bates, , workshop 

Kenan Osborne, Borromeo Seminary, formation,  

Kenda Creasy Dean, Ron Foster, youth group model, one-eared 

kenotic pattern, St. Augustine, Confessions, fiction 

Kenrick Model, cyberspace, competition, scheduling 

Kenrick, survey, ordination,  

Kenrick-Glennon, virtual community, John Paul Heil, Anne Marie Kitz 

kerygmatic , Second Vatican Council, Church in the Modern World, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin 

Kevin O'Neil, Rev. Melvin C. Blanchette, Sr. Meg Guider, Rev. Raul Gomez-Ruiz 

Keystone Conference, challenges, contemporary, education 

Keystone Conferences, communication, mature ,  

Keystone Project, leadership, counseling,  

kids, children, tea-chats, non-Christians 

Kierkegaard, , interiorization, Kelman 

Kingdom of God, laity, Holy Father, Familiaris Consortio 



Kingdom, Ronald Heifetz, Leadership Without Easy Answers, professional 

kleptomania, pathoal gambling, discernment, sadness 

know, teach, defend, faith 

knowledge, , ,  

Knowledge, , ,  

knowledge, action, boundaries,  

knowledge, ad extra, Lumen Gentium, Gaudium et Spes 

knowledge, al, self-,  

knowledge, approaches, empowerment, Isa Shor 

knowledge, belonging, ,  

knowledge, Cartesian, Optatam Totius,  

knowledge, Formation,  

knowledge, maturity, instruction,  

knowledge, novitiates, personal,  

knowledge, religious,  relations,  

 knowledge, skills,  

knowledge, understanding, ,  

knowledge, United States, Industrial Revolution,  

koinonia, Lumen gentium, , transformation 

Korea, Belgium, India,  

Korea, Japan, formation, Vatican II 

Korea, military conflict, tension,  

Korea, Vietnam, Mexico,  

Korean, , ,  

Kurt , counseling, compliance, sacramental forgiveness 

L. Peter, homily, structure, teaching 

L. Peter, social skill, laity,  

la ale d’ensemble, Young Christian Students, Young Christian Workers,  

La Rioja, Castilla y Leon, effect, spiritual 

labor union, reform, public education,  

labor, family, women, marriage 

laboratory, lateral, sequential, clarify 

lack of empathy, self-appraisal, absence of conscience, deceptive 

lack of productivity, psychological, emotional, signs 

lack, gratitude, healing, Oliver Morgan 

LaCordaire, French Dominican, Karl Rahner,  

lacuna, refugees, linguistic, cultural diversity 

Laghi, Jim Davidson, seminary, perspective 

Laity Formation Board, , , supervisor 

laity, , criticism, polarization 

laity, CCD, Confraternity of Christian Doctrine,  

laity, clergy, religious,  

 laity, clerical,  

laity, diakonia, service,  

laity, individual needs, chancery personnel,  

laity, International Catholic Stewardship Council, commitment,  



laity, lay formation, ministry,  

laity, model, diversity,  

laity, plurality, universality,  

laity, preparation, evaluation,  

laity, preparation, service,  

laity, s, collaboration,  

laity, service, laywoman,  

laity, skills, evangelization,  

laity, technical leadership, conflict resolution,  

language games, Ludwig Wittgenstein, living picture, atomic fact 

language immersion, oral communication, skills, oral skills 

language of gift, reciprocity, engagement, stereotyping 

 language,  

language, , ,  

language, , ,  

language, anti-war, ,  

language, community, countercultural,  

 language, cross-cultural,  

language, philosophical , English,  

language, respect, curriculum,  

 language, science, First World War, diaal personality philosophy 

language, Spanish, faculty,  

latch-key kids, independence, immigrants, middle-class 

latchkey, , high school,  

Latin Mass, stereotype, individual,  

Latin, admission criteria, social problems, Studiorum Ducem 

Latino, Etienne Gilson, Thomas Langan, A  of Philosophy 

Latino, Hispanic, Vietnamese, Philippino 

Latino, non-Anglo, Hispanic,  

Latino, Robert Stiefvater, Filipino,  

Latino, youth, Black,  

law of gradualness, , husbands, wives 

law, parish staff, participation,  

Lawrence Brennan, tools, method,  

Lawrence Kohlberg, challenge, development, relationship 

Lawrence Terrien, , ,  

Lawrence Young, circuit-rider, stable community, “confector of sacraments” 

laws, shared life, hopes, desires 

lawyers, scientists, public servants, s 

lay ecclesial minister, spiritual, Gerald Austin, vision 

lay ecclesial ministers, LEM, discussion, role 

lay ecclesial ministry, laity, Friedrich Schleiermacher, Yves Congar 

Lay Ecclesial Ministry, liberation, laity,  

lay ecclesial, ministry, recertification, ity 

lay education, communication, character, spirit 

lay formation, personal choice, discernment,  



lay leaders, , ordaining women, Experiences of s Ordained Five to Nine Years 

lay minister, Code of Canon Law, CCL,  

lay minister, laymen, ecclesial,  

Lay Ministers and their Spiritual Purpose, research, Benedictine,  

lay ministers, al leadership, seminary , courses 

lay ministers, diversity, immigrant,  

lay ministers, fraternity, corporate character,  

lay ministry, Amy Hoey, Brid Long,  

lay ministry, church, crisis,  

Lay Ministry, Persons with Disabilities and Evangelization, blind, deaf 

Lay Parish Ministers, Msgr. Philip J. Murnion, America, revolution 

 Lay Parish Ministers, trends, implications 

Lay Parish Ministry, parishes, church, Father Dennis Druggan 

lay people, , involvement,  

lay people, , involvement,  

lay people, chastity, self-understanding, personal 

lay person, Franciscan, Dominican, Jesuit 

lay population, masturbation, prostitution,  

lay women, al choice, parish, retreat center 

lay, , ,  

lay, , candidates,  

lay, candidates, evaluations, scandal 

lay, religious, clergy,  

lay, role, Christifideles Laici,  

laypeople, Cardinal Joseph Bernadin, Called to Be Catholic, American 

Layperson, teaching, , scandal 

laypersons, parishioners, faith,  

laywomen, full-time, incomes, congregation 

lead, maturity, sanctify,  

leader, , , obedience 

leader, manger, s,  

leader, Ministry, formation,  

leader, perspective, parish,  

leader, role, public,  

leaders,  

institutions,  

leaders, religious, formators,  

leaders, role, s,  

leaders, seminary, rector, role 

leaders, students, trustees,  

leaders, teachers, staff,  

leaders, theological, ministerial,  

Leadership Conference of Women Religious, LCWR, corporate, collective 

leadership ministry,  , alcohol, problem 

leadership ministry, ,  

leadership skills, symposium, Dr. Dean Hoge, denial 



leadership styles, dynamics, motivation, consensus building 

leadership, , colleagues,  

leadership, , people,  

leadership, association, consolidation,  

leadership, community building, prayer, spirituality 

leadership, environment, models,  

leadership, formators, cynicism,  

leadership, ly, formation,  

leadership, mission, quality,  

leadership, model, Catholic soldiers,  

leadership, needs, parishioners,  

leadership, obedience, values,  

leadership, online catalog, homiletics, faculty 

leadership, paradigm, ly,  

leadership, prayer, ,  

leadership, re, self-understanding,  

leadership, secularism, fundamentalism,  

learn, power, collaborative, individual 

learning disorders, life , education, family  

learning log, , portfolio, critical incident 

learning style, , ,  

learning, gratitude, mission, trust 

learning, impact, teaching,  

learning, learners, emotional,  

learning, Microsoft Producer, PowerPoint, www.activeworlds.com 

Leavitt, formation, initiative, energy 

Lebanon, Japan, Mongolia, Indonesia 

lectio divina, Jean Leclerq, The Love of Learning and the Desire for God, Patores Dabo Vobis 

Lectionary, preachers, , ordained ministry 

lecture, textbook, improvisation, imagination 

Lee Jampolsky, spiritual , Carl Jung,  

Lee Jampolsky, Victor Frankl, substance , sex 

Lee Shulman, professional, preparation, awareness 

left, right, middle, United States 

leftist fringe, clerical , liberals,  

legal release, evaluation, al, internship 

legal, ethical, hiring, firing 

legend, disconnect, ,  

Leibniz, Heidegger, identities, Neo-Thomist 

leisure, health, study, energy 

leisure, marriage, work,  

Leisure: the Basis of , time, Joseph Pieper,  

Len Sperry, sex, ly ministry, church 

Leo Tolstoy, siblings, psychological discipline,  

Leo V, John XII, murders, laymen 

Leonardo Boff, institutional, loyalty, Michael Buckley 



lesbians, progressive, gays,  

lesbians, progressive, gays,  

 Lewis Presnall, The Search for Serenity, scarcity, lack 

lex credendi, Sacrosanctum Concilium, lex orandi,  

lex orandi, framework, tradition,  

Lexington Seminar, artisan, poet, Juan Luis Sobrino 

LG, Presbyterorum Ordinis, PO,  baptismal 

liability,  , Robert Vitillo, HIV 

liberal arts, preparation, traditional,  

liberal arts, research, study, Latin 

liberal, conservative, confidence, spiritual director 

liberal, laity, conservative,  

liberal, media, secular,  

liberation , religious order, North America,  

liberation, decision making, inclusion,  

liberation, perspective, transformative, society 

Liberty Wisdom and Grace, intellect, imagination, phantasm 

liberty, Western Europe, Southern Europe, multicultural 

librarian, ecumenical reception, Ecumenical Movement, dialogue 

libraries, knowledge domains, proficiency,  

library, communication, ,  

library, script, image, medieval 

licensure, theological, preparation,  

lies, secret , fantasy, Christian 

lies, virtue, Nietzachean,  

life experience, intellectual formation, al formation, panelists 

life style, , spirituality,  

life, faith, response, National Directory for Catechesis 

life-cycle, right, dignity,  

lifelong learning, enlightened simplicity, theological foundation, education 

life-long, Life Cycle Institute, Catholic Church of America, New Momentum 

lifelong, problematic, safe, private 

lifestyle, demand, , community 

lifestyle, information, meaning,  

lifestyle, leadership, post-formation,  

Lilly Endowment, , demographics, curriculum 

Lilly Endowment, standards, theory,  

Lily Foundation, implementation, institutionalized, instructional  

limit, compulsive, habitual,  

limitations, , ,  

limitations, authentic, ,  

limitations, discipleship, apostolic, mandate 

limitations, hierarchical, affirmation,  

limits, common language, counseling, teaching 

limits, framework, scope,  

linguistic, barriers, development,  



linguistic, Sydney Ahlstrom, ethnic conflict, urban 

listen, homilies, al,  

listening,  development, personalities,  

listening, active, redemptive,  

listening, psychological equilibrium, love,  

listening, relationship, asceticism,  

listening, respect, openness,  

listening, vulnerability, life style, commitment 

literacy, Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media, virtual 

literacy, presbyterate, ,  

literature, formation, ,  

literature, reduction, ,  

literature, spirituality, intellectual,  

litigation, statute of limitations, requirements, policy 

litigious, professional, personal, advocate 

liturgical, knowledge, integration, shortage 

liturgies, courses, assignment,  

liturgy, leadership, challenges, ideas 

lived, return-gift, individualistic, Aristotle 

living arts, practice, artists, ex 

living expenses, personal retirement, personal savings, tax-sheltered annuity 

living faith, diversity, unite, spirituality 

living sacrifice, , al, sacraments 

living tradition, students, role,  

Lloyd Torgerson, quality, Rembert Weakland, vital parish 

local church, stability, experience, outreach 

local churches, world, media, communications 

local ordinaries, parishes, ,  

local parish, Rapid Development, s, Jesus Christ 

local service, workshops, contributions,  

local, cooperation, values,  

local, global, communities, international concerns 

local, tension, universal,  

location, analysis, question, problem 

locations, record-keeping, archival s, data 

locus, institution, expectation, interaction 

locus, private, focus,  

logistics, research, resources,  

logos, a, Robert Frost,  

lone ranger, , formation,  

loneliness, image, esteem, psycho maturity 

loneliness, responsibility, criticism,  

lonely, tired, commitment, spiritual director 

Lonergan, Aquinas, Maritain, Thomas 

Lonergan, Transcendental Thomists, Rahner,  

long-term pattern, intensity, frequency, distress 



Loras Lane Award, , ,  

Loras Lane Award, perception, dean, administrator 

loss, challenges, spiritual, adult education 

loss, diaconal commitment, grieving,  

lost child, clown, humor, stories 

LOTH, psychotics, neurotics, balance 

Loughlan Sofield, collaboration, ministry, lay 

Loughlan Sofield, parish leadership, ,  

Louis Bouyer, interpenetration, understanding, feeling 

Louis Cameli, model, diocesan , commitment 

Louis-Marie Chauvet, Second Vatican Council, Dei Verbum,  

Lount, support, interpersonal,  

love, belief, , Japan 

love, needs, historic relationship,  

loving, relating, ritual purity, ideal 

low vision, color blindness, deafness, learning disabilities 

Lowell Glendon, limitations, John Shea, Yeats 

loyalty, , ,  

loyalty, commitment, vision, belief 

Loyola University in Chicago, Father Jim Presta, rector, Cardinal Francis George 

Ludwig Wittgenstein, Newman, Simon and Garfunkel,  

Luetkemeyer, rectification, social evils, non-Catholics 

Luigi Guissani, skeptical, interpretation, framework 

Lumen Gentium, , preparation, knowledge 

Lumen Gentium, cultic, comprehensive,  

Lumen Gentium, role, , lay people 

ly , practice, ,  

ly , realism, apostolic,  

ly experience, Divine Office, comfort,  

ly formation,  experience, clergy,  

ly formation, , ,  

ly formation, Christian, Michael Downey,  

ly formation, demands, ,  

ly formation, detachment, Applications,  

ly formation, examine, consciousness,  

ly formation, mental, Internet,  

ly formation, mental, Internet,  

ly formation, NCEA, USCCB,  

ly formation, psychologist ,  ity,  

ly formation, Samuel Roll, psychology, psychological 

ly life, , ,  

ly life, Diaconate, Doctrine,  

ly living, prayer, evangelical counsel,  

ly ministry, , ordination,  

ly service, personal worth, ly ,  

ly shortage, , Dean R. Hoge,  



ly, formation, ,  

ly, Len Sperry, Sex,  

Lynn Levo, depression, self-esteem, social skills 

M. Laaser, M. Davies, shame 

M.Div., Assocation of Theological Schools, ATS,  

M.Div., people skills, s, ordination 

Mac Warford, understanding, formation, ministry 

macrocosm, personal space, , social 

Madden, reform, Lawrence J.,  

Madeleine Albright, inculturation, evangelization of the poor, disenfranchised 

Madeleine Albright, marginalization, discrimination,  

Madeleine L’Engle, effective, sophisticated, women 

magisterial fundamentalism, evangelization, Katarina Schuth,  

magisterial fundamentalism, evangelization, Katarina Schuth,  

magisterial teaching,  authenticity, prophet,  

magisterial teaching, conformity, truth,  

magisterial teaching, mission, hospitality,  

 magisterial, doctrinal,  

Magisterium, contra Christum, fidelity, personal 

magisterium, graduate level, catechetics,  

maintenance, canonical issues, role,  

maintenance, mission, institutions, parish 

major religions, Christian traditions, implications, global agenda 

major superior, , obligation,  

major superiors, diocesan employees, attorneys,  

majority, distribution curve, adopter-innovator, education 

maladaptive pattern, background, criteria, Hare 

Malik al-Kamil, peace, post-Second Vatican Council,  

Man and the State, Philosophy of Democratic Government, Thomas Aquinas and His Legacy, David M. Gallagher 

management, , ,  

management, administration, s, American 

management, diocesan clergy, The Reluctant Steward,  

management, etiquette, ,  

management, leadership, personnel,  

management, mentor, learned,  

manager, business enterprise, producer,  

manager, counselor, administrator,  

mandate, regulations, Sacred Congregation for Catholic Education, Interim Guidelines for ly Formation 

mandate, teaching, mission,  

mandatory, virginity, continence,  

manifestation, assigning worship, parish hall, school 

manipulation,  immaturity, responsibility, mandates 

manipulative, relationship, intimacy, material 

manipulativeness, glibness, exploitive,  

manual, objective, truth, St. John Vianney Theological Seminary 

manuals, routines, role, seminaries 



Manuel Rubin de Celis, Marcos Alba, Ricardo Garcia, Hector Carriedo 

manufacturing, life skills, roles, work force 

map, internal , , eucharistic  

Margaret Meade, , , literature 

marginalization, South America, secularization,  

marginalized, discrimination, Zambia,  Rights Watch 

Maria T. Flores, Hispanic, seminarian,  

Maria Virginia, challenges, future,  

Marian devotion, rigidity, devotion to Mary,  

Marianist Community, community, content,  

Marie Norrisey, candidate, discernment,  

marijuana, , ,  

marijuana, , ,  

marijuana, pot, binge drinking, recidivism 

Mario Caprioli, , Alfonso Alcala, Raul Soto 

Maritain, , Vatican II,  

Mark Laaser, Institute for Healthy ity of the American Association of Christian Counselors, homoity, condemnation 

Mark Latkovic, lay, laity,  

Mark Latkovich, Sandra Magie, Richard Siepka, Tom Walters 

market, relationship, personal, study 

marketing, promotions, advertising, web sites 

Marquette Aquinas, , 1970s, metaphysics 

marriage preparation, bridge, peacemaker, reconciler 

marriage preparation, stress management,  

marriage preparation, vitality, marriage,  

marriage, , ,  

marriage, brothers, ,  
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ritual, secrecy, mistrust, wisdom 

ritualized behavior, isolation, avoidance, diagnostic criteria 

rituals, persona Christi, bridge, seminary  

Robert Barron, diocesan, atic , Second Vatican Council 

Robert Bellarmine, Body of Christ, societas perfecta,  

Robert Coles, soul searching, spiritual director, constants 

Robert Coles, The Call of Service, vision, conviction 

Robert Darron, unifying, coordinating, formation 

Robert Darron, unifying, coordinating, formation 

Robert E. Lucey, Archbishop, historical memory, Memoria Historica 

Robert Gotcher, , parish,  

Robert Greenleaf, courage, Servant Leadership,  

Robert Imbelli, Vatican II, divine revelation,  

Robert Kinast, honesty, , group 

Robert Leavitt, boundaries, relationship, Patricia Kelly 

Robert Leavitt, Michael Burbidge, Charles Borromeo,  

Robert Ludwig, 13th generation, cultural, Douglas Coupland 

Robert S. Rivers, evangelization, important, useful 

Robert Schreiter, David Couturier, accommodation, students 

Robert Schreiter, mission, bridge-building,  

Robert Sokolowski, perspective, distinctions, definitions 

Robert Sokowloski, discipline, Thomism,  

Robert Wick, dialogue, spiritual direction,  

Robert Wuthnow, meaninglessness, ,  

Robert Wuthnow, small-group, personal development, communal experience 

Robert Zylla, Daniel P. Haggerty, philosophy, Mary McCormick 

Rodney Clapp, countercultural, consumerism, justice 



Roger Finke, conservative, counter-culturalism, sectarian 

Roger Mahoney, Hispanic, candidated,  

Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, adoption, RCIA 

role model, conversion, prayer,  

role model, dialogue, program elements,  

role models, motivation, , celibate 

role of the , God's call, , deacons 

role of women, immigration, shifting populations, traditional 

role,  formation, moderation, recognize 

role,  formation, moderation, recognize 

role,  nature, scholarship, teaching 

role,  decency, ordination,  

role, , ,   

role, , ,  

role, , intelligence, immaturity 

role, , orchestra, conductor 

role, , preparation, formation 

role, , RCIA,  

role, , s,  

Role, , trust,  

role, administration, preparation,  

role, al experience, importance,  

Role, arts, ly formation, Eucharist 

role, catechesis, philosophy,  

role, coherence, consistency,  

role, collaboration, faith,  

role, communication, modern ,  

role, decision making, preparation, parishioners 

role, dialectical hermeneutic, response, Vatican II 

role, education, staff, faculty 

role, equality, dignity, perichoresis 

role, ethnic, local,  

role, expectations, management, analysis 

role, formation, business, niche 

role, function, mentor, s 

role, graduate schools, resources, profile 

role, institutions, Kofi-Anan,  

role, integration, seminaries, al 

role, intellectual, consciousness,  

role, language, ,  

role, mediator, disciple, elitism 

role, non-ordained, formation,  

role, parish, Newman,  

role, permanent formation of s, ,  

role, Pope , es Dabo Vobis,  

role, presbyteral council, local, service 



role, Program for ly Formation, PPF, prayer 

role, reconfigured sanctuary, ,  

role, signs, presbyterate,  

role, skills, communication,  

role, spiritual director, vicar, confidentiality 

role, teaching, spiritual direction, professors 

role, teaching-learning, platform, software 

role, Vatican II, Presbyterorum Ordinis, Optatum Totius 

role, void, poverty, renunciation 

role-playing, assess, , user 

role-playing, play, fantasy,  

roles, leader,  authenticity, prophet 

roles, responsibilities, terminology,  
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roles, service, collaboration,  

Roman Catholic, Orthodox, Evangelical,  

Roman Curia, Pope Benedict XVI, theocentricity,  

Romano Guardini, communication, community,  

Rome, , France, Iberian Peninsula 

Rome, Bishop Alvaro del Portillo, Bishop Javier Echevarria, influence 

Rome, statistics, RCC, Phillip Jenkins 

Ron Rolheiser, contemplative, Western, narcissism 

Ron Wendeln, Melanie Smallie, campus ministry, involvement 

Ronald D. Wintherup, Philip S. Keane, Second Vatican Council, Optatus Totius 

Ronald J. Karney, Dorothy K. Sayers, con, interaction 

Ronald Lawler, Jude Dougherty, Francis Klauder, William Wallace 

Ronald Regan, Patrick Buchanan, Newt Gingrich, uncompromising 

root, service, affirm,  

roots, , administration, lone ranger 

Rorschach Inkblots, suicide, projection, House-Tree-Person test 

Rorshach, anger, ity, Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) 

Rosary, homily, homilies, congregation 

Rosemary Haughton, Benedictine, community, Pope  

Rosemary Radford Reuther, U.S. Constitution, perception, society 

routine, moral, social, insight 

RTV, effective ministry, Center for Ministry Development, extended trips 

RTV, English, Spanish, choice 

RTV, thanks, Renewing the Vision,  

rubrics, ministry, minorities, Rev. Alexander 

rudeness, community, ,  

Rudolf Eucken, Hans Rollman, annotanda, criticanda 

Rule of Saint Benedict, regulation, John Leo, boundaries 

rule, monastic life, seminary, formation 

rule-breaking, values, , Jean Jacques Rousseau 

rules, conscience, principles,  

rules, constitutions, community, customs 
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rules, regulations, norms, external 

rules, regulations, s, atmosphere 
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rural parishes, Msgr. Francis R. Tuohy, professional, willingness 

rural, motivated, Malaysia, Sri Lanka 
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s,  plan, interactive, resources 
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s, , , challenge 
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s, , influence,  

s, , malfeasance,  

s, , mandate,  
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s, , seminary,  

s, , social, cultural realities 

s, , Vatican Council, mission 
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s, ate, participation, Peaceful revolution 
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s, collaboration, expectations,  
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s, core competency, alcoholism,  
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s, cultural, success,  
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s, diocesan seminary, community,  
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s, dysfunctional,  achievement, economic demands 

s, Emerging Models of al Ministry, diversity,  



s, Father Tom Knoebel, recruitment,  
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s, foundation, Optatam Totius, Presbyterorum Ordinis 

s, Guest House, bishop, listening 

s, guidance, leadership,  

s, guide, knowledge,  

s, guide, knowledge,  

s, high-stress, cadre, Intellectual formation 

s, impact, foreign-born,  

s, impact, Howard Clinebell, Understanding and Counseling Persons with Alcohol 

s, incommutable, baptism, sacraments 

s, integrity, church, Dr. Bill D'Antonio 

s, intellectual, relationship,  

s, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, study,  

s, koinonia, community,  

s, laity,  skilled, diocesan 

s, laity, renovation, renewal 

s, leader, community, teacher 

s, Learn, Saint Lawrence,  

s, ly formation, prayer, study 

s, management, finances,  

s, ministries, identification, cultic 

s, ministry, , expectations 

s, ministry, al , criteria 

s, moral, al,  

s, ordained ministers, laity, ecclesial ministers 

s, parish, attendance,  

s, Penance, ,  

s, politics, ministry,  

 s, Pope , ppf, program of ly formation 

s, possessions, substances,  

s, practices, African Americans,  

s, prayer, communal, individual 

s, Program for ly Formation, PPF, challenges 

s, religious, impact, family 

s, religious-order, ministering,  

s, resilience, vitality, Andrew Greeley 

s, Ronald Heifetz, s, technical 

s, s, ly formation, Program of ly Formation 

s, sacrament, formation,  

s, selection, , Maloney 
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s, seminary, parish,  

s, seminary, personnel, psychologists 

s, Spirit, Canon Law,  



s, structure, clerical, lay 

s, students, ordination, character 

s, study, , presbyterate 

s, teaching, learning, St. John’s Model 

s, termination, Sofield, Hammett 

s, The Ananias Syndrome, instruments, purpose 

s, think, theologically, theological 

s, transformation, ministry,  

s, value, , America 

s, Vatican II, ongoing formation,  

s, videtur quod non, ministry, intelligence 

s, young, postmodernism,  

SA, Alcoholics Anonymous, AA, admission 

sabbatical, All Hallows, Sabbath, sabat 

sabbatical, ministry, formation,  

Sacerdos et Hostia, model, intercessor,  

sacerdotium, episcopus, presbyter,  

sacrament of initiation, presiding, music, art 

Sacrament of Orders, Byzantine , religious , proclamation 

sacrament, communion, meditation,  

sacrament, intellectual, social,  

Sacrament, Rev. James Ryan, harm, apologetics 

sacrament, s, ,  

sacrament, self-communication, ,  

sacramental administration, direction, confirmation,  

sacramental celebration, al care, leadership, Dennis Ferrara 

sacramental church, re-, Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate, CARA 

sacramental communion, living, eschatoal horizon,  

sacramental forgiveness, surrender, Paschal Mystery, Karl Rahner 

sacramental ordination, lay ministry, evangelization,  

sacramental principle, monk, religious order,  

sacramental role, Semmelroth, Vickemans,  

sacramental role, Semmelroth, Vickemans,  

sacramental unity, tradition, Second Vatican Council, Pope Paul VI 

sacramental, definition, description, Vatican II 

sacramental, educational, social, service 

sacramental, ontoal, linguistic, evangelization 

sacramental, role, teaching,  

sacramental, secularism, Hispanic,  

sacramentality, community, tradition,  

sacramentality, continuity, absence, distance 

sacramentology, Veritatis Splendor, Latin, knowledge 

sacraments, , belief,  

sacraments, habits, practices,  

sacraments, Joseph Cardinal Bernadin, loyalty, vulnerability 

sacraments, management, Institute for s and Presbyterates, IPP 



sacraments, presentation, theological shifts,  

sacraments, Protestant Reformation of Trent, instruction,  

sacraments, scripture, tradition, John Hotchkin 

sacred , Bible, disciplines, philosophy 

sacred art, Frank Kacmarckc, rare books, carvings 

Sacred Congregation for Catholic Education, philosophical, , formation 

Sacred Congregation for Religious, Pope Pius XII, Intenrnational Association of Applied Psychology,  personality 

Sacred Congregation for Religious, Pope Pius XII, Intenrnational Association of Applied Psychology,  personality 

Sacred Congregation of the Holy Office, requirement, right to privacy, United Nations Economic and Social Council 

Sacred Congregation of the Holy Office, requirement, right to privacy, United Nations Economic and Social Council 

sacred mediation, episcopal office, self-deception, munera 

 Sacred Scripture, Spiritual , atic  

Sacred Scriptures, tradition, sacraments, analysis 

Sacred Silence, Paul Lakeland, Thomas Merton, David Gibson 

sacred world, beauty of the Gospel, al, Richard Schoenherr 

sacred world, Vatican II, Hans Urs von Balthasar,  

sacred, professional, tradition,  

sacredness, meaning, stories, experiences 

sacrifice, , obedience, transformation 

sacrifice, discipline, inclusion, professional  

sacrifice, generosity, living , scripture 

sacrifice, intimacy, friendship, fraternity 

sacrifice, poverty, , interior 

 sacrifices,  formation, seminaries 

Sacrosanctum Concilium, Constitution on the Sacred , conciliar documents, Bishop Fulton J. Sheen 

Saint Domininc, obedience, Saint Bonaventure,  

Saint Domininc, Saint Francis, spirituality, theological  

Saint Francis, spirituality, theological , Thomas a Kempis 

Saint John, Bavarian, European, Clement Firshauf 

Saint Meinrad, , ,  

Saint Meinrad, , Lilly Endowment,  

Saint Patrick Seminary, gender, language,  

Sallie TeSelle, William Bausch, John Shea, women 

Salvador Carrillo Alday, Europe, Biblical studies,  

salvation , kenosis, self-fulfillment, self-sacrifice 

salvation, missionary, alter Christus, reconciliation 

salvation, universalization, interpretation, Magistra et mater 

Samaritan, reflection, growth, deception 

same-sex attraction, , ,  

 Sancrosanctum Concilium, lay people, Vatican II,  

sanctification, De civitate Dei, theological, philosopshical 

sanctify, leadership, Synod of , Pope  

sanctity, Life of Christ, practical,  

sanctity, wholeness, worldview, Jungmann 

sanctoral, Triduum, stewardship,  

Sandra Schneider, understanding, relational language, Caroline Knapp 



Sapientia Christiana, Catholic Common Ground Initiative, Catholic Engaged Encounter, outcomes 

Sapientia Christiana, faculty, norms, role 

sapiential dimension, , meaning, fulfillment 

Sara Butler, ly spirituality,  formation,   scandals 

satisfaction, , ity,  

satisfaction, ability, skills, financial management 

satisfaction, admission, standards,  

satisfaction, career, laity, women 

satisfaction, frustration, administration, sacraments 

satisfaction, happiness, support, leadership 

scales, , excitement, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual: Fourth Edition-Text Revision 

scandal,  shortage, Vatican II,  

scandal, ability, model,  

scandal, family breakup, ,  

  scandal, homo, rationale, commitment 

scandal, image, self-confidence, lay 

scandal, impulses, expectations, Eucharist 

scandal, initiatives, crisis, ly formation 

scandal, maturity, theologically, spiritually 

scandal, misconduct, United States, NCEA 

 scandal, National Review Board, screening,  

scandal, specific, common,  

scandal, The , The Thorn Birds,  

scandal, vision, character, self-esteem 

 scandal, Women’s Movement, Gay Rights, Moral Majority 

scandals,  ,  

scandals, , polarization, tension 

scandals, corporate wisdom, quality,  

scarcity, society, prestige,  

Scarlet O'Hara, submarine seminarian, Scarlet Fever,  

schedule,  shift, private, public 

schedule, dining, meals, recreation 

scheduling, priorities, F. Sheen, feelings 

Schillebeeckx, Oscar Romero, El Salvador, Rainer Maria Rilke 

schiophrenia, dissociation, hypomania, Lic score 

schism, Congregation for the Clergy,  St. Gregory Nazianzen, document 

scholarship, , ,  

scholarship, productivity, balance, burnout 

scholarship, responsibility, research,  

scholarship, teaching, modeling, magisterium 

scholarships, contextual education, , distance learning 

school, convent, rectory, books 

school, cultural, challenges, educators 

school, formation, ,  

school, Intellectual, formation,  

school, parish, computer lab, websites 



school, parish, empathy, compassion 

school, prison, Subcommittee on Lay Ministry, s 

school, Rev. Paul Kelly, Divine Office, Rev. Winfrid Herbst 

school, students, faculty, Father Donald Senior 

schooling, formation, educators, schools 

Schoolman, Hegel, objective, content 

schoolroom, automobile, social event, travel 

schools, , cultural, socio-economic 

schools, agencies, multicultural, American church 

schools, agencies, National al Life Center, NPLC 

schools, clergy, religious life,  

schools, education, experience, diversity 

schools, parish, minister,  

schools, pass, fail, formation 

schools, social realities, distributed learning, Malcolm Knowles 

science, , mobility, pragmatism 

science, audio, PowerPoint, computer 

science, consequences, anti-intellectualism,  

science, intimacy, religion,  

science, rationalism, subjectivism, membership 

science, substance , s, psychiatrists 

scientific knowledge, rational, obligations, social rank 

scientism, eclecticism, historicism,  

scientists, ly formation, formators,  

scope, administration, feedback, variation 

scope, heal, emotional, spiritual 

scope, limits, social,  

Scot Appleby, mandatory , intransigence, repetition 

Scott Appleby, challenges, , Susan Wood 

Scott Hahn, Karl Keating, tensions, polarities 

Scott Hahn, Karl Keating, tensions, polarities 

screening , purpose, design, protective 

screening,  scandal, homo candidates, ly  

screening, , outcome, transition 

screening, al experience, ordination,  

screening, applicants, selection, candidates 

screening, displaced anger, implications,  

screening, gentleness, compassion,  

screening, modeling, development,  

screening, protocol, seminary, admission 

screening, psychologist, reconciliation, compassion 

screening, solidarity, ,  

screening, testing, behavioral , psychological 

scriptural ,  , biblical criticism,  

Scripture, , ,  

Scripture, , , ministry skills 



Scripture, , , understand 

Scripture, , search,  

Scripture, CCD, orthodox,  

Scripture, Dignity of the  Person, Global Solidarity,  

Scripture, financial compensation, U.S. Census Bureau, salary 

Scripture, fundamental, relationship,  

Scripture, Henry II, Thomas Beckett, ecclesiastical 

Scripture, insight, principles, challenge 

scripture, style, activity, al 

Scripture, time, attentive, restless 

Scripture, tradition, divine revelation, relationship 

Scripture, Worship, Sacraments,  

scriptures, dogma,  

scrutiny, behavior, ,  

scrutiny, criticism, respect, Victor Frankel 

scrutiny, mystagogy, sacramental,  

scrutiny, psychological screening, feelings,  

scrutiny, reluctance, self-disclosure,  

sculpture, participation, paintings,  

seal of confession, absolution, sacrament,  offenders 

search capability, textual variations, parallel, United States 

search for meaning, evaluation, al internship, internship 

search, Tom Beaudoin, The Religious Life of Young Americans,  

searching, experimentation, inherited faith, committed faith 

Seasons of Grace, Leslie Woodcock Tentler, Frank O’Brien, parochial school 

seasons of life, psalms of orientation, anomie, equilibrium 

Sebastian Mahfood, atic, Bernard Stratman,  

second career, lay women, al choice, parish 

Second Vatican Council, , ,  

Second Vatican Council, , lay,  

Second Vatican Council, academy, lay spirituality,  

Second Vatican Council, collegial, authoritative,  

Second Vatican Council, community, inclusion, service 

Second Vatican Council, Constitution of the Sacred , Sacrosanctum Concilium, SC 

Second Vatican Council, Constitution on the Church, Decree on the Apostolate of Lay People, Gaudium et Spes 

Second Vatican Council, deductive, apologetic, Gaudium et Spes 

Second Vatican Council, deductive, apologetic, Gaudium et Spes 

Second Vatican Council, eligibility, Episcopalian, lay ministers 

Second Vatican Council, episcopacy, affirmation, laity 

Second Vatican Council, evangelization, laity, collaboration 

Second Vatican Council, Hans Kung, Walter Kasper, Concilium 

Second Vatican Council, individualism, consumerism, seekers 

Second Vatican Council, integration, intellectual, al 

Second Vatican Council, Jews, Muslims, Buddhists 

Second Vatican Council, Jews, Muslims, Buddhists 

Second Vatican Council, Lumen Gentium, , clergy 



Second Vatican Council, ministry, Episcopal council, Vatican II 

Second Vatican Council, normative, communion ecclesiology, John Zizioulas 

Second Vatican Council, Optatam Totius, principles, renewal 

Second Vatican Council, Optatam Totius, Ratio Fundamentalis Institutionis Sacerdotalis, Code of Canon Law 

Second Vatican Council, prudence, obstacles, difficulties 

Second Vatican Council, realization, consecration, configuration 

Second Vatican Council, religion, press,  

Second Vatican Council, spirituality, morality, concerns 

Second Vatican Council, Vatican II, Gaudium et Spes, ecumenical 

Second Vatican Council, World Wide Web, television, dislocation 

second-career, Vatican II, creative limitations, roots 

secrecy, , structure,  

secrecy, clergy, sex , scandal 

secrecy, danger, implications, compulsive 

secrecy, isolation, treatment,  addiction 

secret societies, marriage, conflicts, behavior 

secrets, emotional triangles, scapegoating, atonement 

secular , epistemoal dissonance, maturity,  

secular higher education, Future of Catholic School Leadership, theological, generation 

secular society, community, Russell Shaw, The DaVinci Code 

secular society, Vatican II, Gospel, generation 

secular, , perspectives, knowledge 

secular, anti-establishment, inflexible, divisive 

secular, education, society,  

secular, Europe, North America, Lourdes 

secular, Gospel, politics, professions 

secular, high school seminary, society,  

secular, liberal, divinity school, religion 

secular, medieval, philosophers,  

secular, negotiating, Dominican, distance learning 

secular, socialist, , obligation 

secularism, profanation, individualism,  

secularity, communion, diversity, Francis Mannion 

secularization, agnosticism, atheism, professional 

secularization, atheism, Pope , Crusades 

secundi ordinis munus, tertii ordinis munus, ordination rite, role 

secure, cultural , white, majority  

security, building relationships (relationship building), ignorance,  

security, justice, peace 

security, reinforcement, , literate 

security, trust, Pope , icons 

see, participate, Ray Kemp, African-American 

seed, seminary, seminarium, seed plot 

seeking, fides quarerens intellectum, faith,  

segregation, Rev. Leo Farragher, activism, New Breed 

Selected Papers, existential, A Preface to Metaphysics, John Hittinger 



selection of candidates, admissions , respect, seminary experience 

selection, , ,  

selection, candidates, prevention, credibility 

selection, discernment, preparation, candidate 

selection, Educating, leaders, ministry 
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selection, responsibility, controversial, criticism 

selection, self-esteem, personality, development 

selection, solidarity, renewal,  

self- actualization, bishop, presbyterate, openness 

self determination, background, quantity, quality 

self formation, Patores Dabo Vobis, seminary, integration 

self knowledge, perspective, ,  

self knowledge, perspective, ,  

Self seeker, influence, control,  

self-, , commitment,  

self-, administration, evaluations,  

self-, candidate, characterists, foundations 

self-, candidate, es Dabo Vobis, seminary 

self, Christologies, Chalcedonian,  

self, community, wisdom, discipleship 

self, consequences, existentialism, self-realization 

self-, es Dabo Vobis, -personnel, shortage 

self-, expression, communal, The  

self-, imagination, catalyst,  

self-, Jewish, Jews, catholic glue 

self-, leisure, community, exercise 

self-absorption, ity, , David Whyte 

self-absorption, volunteer, prejudice, Elizabeth Johnson 

self-affirmation, authentic, mature, motivation 

self-awareness, in persona Christi, , virtue 

self-awareness, women, ,  

self-centered, non-utilitarian, mission, secular paradox 

self-centered, self-determination, subordination, individuality 

self-centeredness, honesty, rationalization, projection 

self-centeredness, relativism, hedonism,  

self-concept, conflict, empathy, identification 

self-confidence, judgment, self-concept,  

self-confident, critical thinkers, Rev. James DiGiacomo, church authorities 

self-consciousness, ’ Committee on ly Formation, faculty,  

self-deception, awakening, meaning,  

self-deception, humility, perseverance, love 

self-definition, spiritual direction, Father Cameli, smart 

self-denial, listen, Schwehn, attention 

self-destructive, forgiveness, transformation, recognition 

self-destructive, illegal, liability, misconduct 



self-determination, , , willingness 

self-development, unbridled restlessness,  preoccupation,  

self-disclosure, clarity, purpose, ministry 

self-disclosure, devotions, ,  

self-disclosure, intimacy, relationship,  

self-disclosure, intimacy, relationship,  

self-disclosure, sacrifice, self-control, intellectual 

self-disclosure, scrutiny, evaluation, questioning 

self-disclosure, spiritual director, flexibility, openness 

self-disclosure, workaholic, fraternity,  

self-discovery, authenticity, integrity, psychology 

self-employed, FICA, tax-free housing, rectory accommodations 

self-enhancement, confidence, inner freedom, competence 

self-esteem, , Worship, ly 

self-esteem, Richard Gula, moral , ethics 

self-esteem, social skills,  connection, a8uthentic  connection 

self-evaluation, confidentiality, peer evaluation,  

self-evaluation, Personal  Guide, values, s 

self-examination, conflict, commitment,  

self-examination, feelings, consequences,  

self-exploration, empathizing, mirroring, listening 

self-expression, , doctrine, discipline 

self-formation , understanding, effective,  
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self-image, dependence, psychological,  

self-interest, maturity, wisdom, integrity 

self-interest, profit, consumerism, society 
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selfishness, presbyterate, self-centeredness,  

self-knowing, theoretical, practical, theological  

self-knowledge, , spiritual, emotional 

self-knowledge, , spiritual, emotional 

self-knowledge, grief, marriage, individual 

self-knowledge, interaction, s,  
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self-knowledge, self-, self-possession, theological 

self-knowledge, Timothy Costello, al inconsistency, al life 
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self-mastery, self mastery, self-control, responsibility 
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self-narrative, church, Sally Gomez-Kelly,  

self-perception, understanding, inclusiveness, hospitable 

self-possession, genuine, transcendent,  
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self-regulation, motivation, empathy, social skill 

self-reliance, North American, ,  

self-respect, emotional, commitment,  
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self-revelation, isolation, monologue, discovery 

self-righteous, souls, Susan Srigley, moral status 

self-sacrificing, experiential, relational, The Transformation of Man 
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self-sufficient, leadership, vision,  

self-surrender, , ,  

self-surrender, Marcel Légaut, application, interdependence 

self-transcendence, confidentiality, Sulpician, Sacrament of Penance 
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self-understanding, freedom, conversion, Michael Downey 

self-understanding, Second Vatican Council, neighbor, community 

self-worth, relationships, , secrecy 
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seminarian, , ,  

seminarian, , referral,  
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seminarian, al life, , value 
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seminarian, discipline, , guidelines 

seminarian, Faith, development,  

seminarian, friendship, , variety 
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seminarian, interiority, , discipleship 

seminarian, pressures,  
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seminaries, apostolic, limitations,  

seminaries, clergy, ,  

seminaries, complexity, -Level,  
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seminaries, Donald Cozzens, Katarina Schuth,  
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seminaries, institution, ,  

seminaries, international, enrollments,  
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seminaries, novitiates, RCIA, Were Not Our Hearts Burning 

seminaries, parish, ministry,  

seminaries, Roman model, accuracy, collaborative 

seminaries, sacramental, , functional 
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seminaries, teaching, learning,  
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Seminary , , Father Richard Marzheuser,  
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therapy, Diocesan Marriage Tribunal, disease,  

therapy, structure, Eugene Duffy, RCIA 

thesis, expository writing, argumentation,  

think, contribution, assess,  

thinking, , integration,  

Thinking, evangelization, inculturation,  

thinking, Josef Pieper, analysis,  

thinking, praxis, values, principles 

Third Council of Baltimore, philosophy, , expectations 

third cycle, first cycle, second cycle,  

third party, jail, counselor, legal obligation 

Third Plenary Council of Baltimore, model, , John Talbot Smith 

Third World, Eastern Block, , models 

Thomas a Kempis, gratuitous love, depersonalization, commitment 

Thomas á Kempis, predisposition, gender, role 

Thomas Aquinas, personalism, Pope Paul VI, international law 

Thomas Aquinas, standard, authentic, North America 

Thomas Aquinas, Thomism, philosophy,  

Thomas Aquinas, Vatican, Thomas Bokenkotter, radio 

Thomas Aquinas: Summa of the Summa, Peter Kreeft, Josef Pieper,  

Thomas Aqunias, respect, language, personal experience 

Thomas Dragga, Joseph Reilly, J. Glenn Murray,  formation 

Thomas G. Simon,  crisis, diaconal, Rev. Adian M. Carr 

Thomas Green, hermeneutics, diaal, Pedagogy of the Oppressed 

Thomas Groome, psychological methods, Carl Jung, Erik Erikson 

Thomas Hopko, truth, love 

Thomas Merton, appreciation, practical,  

Thomas Merton, Art and Scholasticism, The Arts of the Beautiful, John M. Dunaway 

Thomas Merton, Henri Nouwen, Robert Barron, Paul Cioffi 

Thomas Merton, The Long Walk to Freedom, Nelson Mandela, community 

Thomas Morek, psychospirituality, addiction, Illinois Alcohol and Other Drug  Professional Certification Association 

(IAODAPCA) 

Thomas Murphy, United States, needs, fundraising 

Thomas Rausch, John Baldovin, discipline, homiletics 

Thomas Walters, ethical, ministerial, theological 



Thomas Walters, ethical, ministerial, theological 

Thomism, direction, social science, pluralism 

Thomist Realism and the Critique of Knowledge, Kant, The Unity of Philosophical Experience, Gerard Phelan 

Thomistic psychology, friendship, isolation,  

Thomistic, Ignatian, guidelines, recognition 

thoroughness, religious order, diligence,  

thought, Descartes, Rousseau, Freud 

thought, education, formation,  

thought, word, communication, intuition 

threat, ,  , AIDS 

threat, fragmentation, isolation, trends 

threats, suffering, debt,  

Three-dimensional , Henry Luce Foundation, , arts 

thrills, Lord, welcome, Gospel 

Tim Celek, post-Vatican II, suspicion,  

time constraints, model, biochemistry, health professionals 

time management, commitment, time constraints,  

time management, Steven Covey, s,  

time management, workload, formation, value 

time, , political environment,  

time, constraints, education, understanding 

time, distributed learning technologies, residential communities, distance learning 

time, fraternity, work,  

time, precatechumenate, mystagogy,  

time, s, practices,  

time, student body, cultural,  

Timothy Dolan, skills, discipleship,  

Timothy Dolan, Thomas Molini, Suzanne M. Harvath, psychologist 

Timothy Verdon, mentoring, collaboration, pedagogy 

Timothy Zapelena, pre Vatican Council II, , development 

title, job description, salary, authorization 

tobacco, , National Institute on Alcoholism,  

tobacco, , National Institute on Alcoholism,  

tobacco, education, prevention messages, domestic violence 

Todd Derbes, , ,  

tolerance, cause, community,  

tolerance, diversity, drives, America 

tolerance, family , ,  

tolerance, family , ,  

tolerance, forgiveness, mercy, homily 

tolerance, intrinsic value, intercultural sensitivity, ethnocentrism 

tolerance, perseverance, authenticity,  

tolerance, shopping, ,  

tolerance, withdrawal, syndrome, time spent 

Tom Beaudoin, The Religious Life of Young Americans, search, relationship 

Tom Beaudoin, Virtual Faith, Generation X, spirituality 



Tony Jones, percentages, religious education,  

tool, asynchronicity, Gregory Lockwood, relationship 

tool, bridge, shield, preparation 

tool, effective, learning,  

tool, valuable, , confidence 

tools, emotions, rituals,  

tools, knowledge, Plato, Pythogoras 

tools, resources, evaluation,  

topic, Confrontation, Separation, Correlation 

topic, purpose, research, solution 

totalitarianism, Soviet , cultural, heritage 

Totus Christus, apostolic, visitation, individuals 

Totus Tuus, commitment, chaste,  

 tour de force, Ex Corde Ecclesia,  

trading sex, anonymous sex, paid sex,  

traditio, pluralistic , zeitgeist,  

tradition, , Scripture,  

tradition, Aidan Nichols, personal, qualities 

tradition, al service, diakonia,  

tradition, arational, disease, family 

tradition, Association of Theological Schools of the United States and Canada, ATS,  

tradition, choices, faith,  

tradition, commitment, integrity, doctrine 

tradition, communication, relationship, discernment 

tradition, community, Pope ,  

tradition, community, teaching,  

tradition, competence, skills, ministry 

tradition, consensus, faith, reason 

tradition, conviction, sensitivity, Islam 

tradition, cultural, critical thinkers, truth 

tradition, direction, content, delivery  

tradition, distinctions, David Hume, empiricism 

tradition, experience, traditionalists, historical critical methodology 

tradition, faculty, orthodoxy,  

tradition, faith, ,  

tradition, gospel spirituality, , liberal 

tradition, heritage, walk, faith 

tradition, ideoal, role, rules 

tradition, integrity, conversion, common ground 

tradition, internal forum, s, privacy 

Tradition, Jim Whitehead, Evelyn Whitehead,  

tradition, Joseph Feeney, post-modern, convictions 

tradition, judgments, appropriation, communication 

tradition, Lutheran, n Orthodox,  

tradition, Magisterium, relationship, faith 

tradition, media, hypocrisy, cynicism 



tradition, moral, discernment, transformation 

tradition, pedagogy, insight,  

tradition, personnel, personality, seminary 

tradition, public life, implications, values 

tradition, Raymond Brown, intimacy, ecclesial spirituality 

tradition, reason, experience, values 

tradition, reconciliation, ecclesiology, ecumenism 

tradition, social promotion, regard, respect 

tradition, society, teachings, Second Vatican Council 

tradition, story, vision,  

tradition, supervision, responsibility,  

tradition, values, family,  formation 

tradition, wisdom, truth , insight 

traditional piety, Code of Canon Law, CCL,  

traditional, , teaching, isolation 

traditional, Dario Castrillon Hoyos, relationship,  

traditional, email, DSL,  

traditional, Hispanic, Vietnamese, theological models 

traditional, liberal, steward, dialogue 

traditional, modified, adaptations, ministry 

traditional, rejection, conservative,  

traditional, religiosity, Latinos, traditionalists 

traditionalism, interdisciplinary, integrative, understanding 

traditionalism, Wittgenstein, ethics, aesthetics 

traditionalist, unity, conservative,  

traditionalists, dispensae, strategy, producer 

traditions, , ritual, course 

traditions, ethos, stories, myths 

traditores, sacred books, conflict, Donatus 

tragic events, Education for Justic, EFJ,  

transactive methodologies, transmissive methodologies, learning community, data 

transcendent, dimension, reality,  

transcendent, metaphysics, utilitarian,  

transcendent, questions, ,  

transference, projection, boundaries, stereotype 

transfiguration, union, sacramental, Church 

transfinalization, sacrament, sacrifice, consciousness 

transform, , multicultural, ethnic 

transformation, ,  

 transformation, , metanioa 

transformation, communication, knowledge, doctrine 

transformation, faculty development, conversion,  

transformation, flexibility, renewal,  

transformation, relationship, community,  

transformative, challenge, transactional,  

transition program, empirical questions, introduction, information 



transition, , ecclesioal, Zulehner 

transition, concerns, difficulties,  

transition, intimacy, integration,  

transition, parish relations, placement,  

transition, Robert D. Miller, Jesus J. Huerta,  

transitional, fidelity, diocesan,  

transitional, postmodern, disciplines, psychology 

transitions, ethnicity, poor, debt 

transitions, NCEA, seminary,  

transitions, understanding, reality,  

translation, ing, cataloging, development 

translator, accessible, , emotional 

transmission, formators, disparity, authentic 

transmission, transaction, s, mastery 

transparence, authentic, EVOKE,  

transparence, creativity, ,  

transparency, dynamics, guidance, standard 

transparency, entrepreneurship, creativity, corporate 

transparency, integrity, self-surrender,  

trans-parochial, Cursillo, Marriage Encounter, Art Baranowski 

transportation, African-American, technology,  

transportation, communication, mobility,  

Trappist monk, grace, tradition, authentic 

 trauma, , ,  

trauma, isolation, stress,  

trauma, isolation, stress,  

traumatic, understanding, discernment,  

travel, availability, interest, selection 

travel, education, National Federation of s Councils, NFPC 

treatment, , education, competency 

treatment, , practice, The Soul of Recovery 

treatment, behavior, Lorna L. Hecker, Terry S. Trepper 

treatment, Disciples in Mission, Paulist National Catholic Evangelization Association, PNCEA 

treatment, drugs, s, Program for ly Formation 

treatment, fatal, disease,  

treatment, information, resources, tools 

treatment, psychological, spiritual,  

treatment, recovery, cycle, marriage problems 

treatment, recovery, cycle, marriage problems 

treatment, relationship,  addiction, Patrick Carnes 

treatment, relationship,  addiction, Patrick Carnes 

treatment, schools of , prevention,  

treatment, smoking, drinking, illicit drugs 

trend, education, standards, testing 

trend, philosophy, environment, lay 

trends, demands, transformation, internal conversion 



trends, heart, orthodoxy, s 

trends, influence, Church, political 

trends, lifestyle, myopia,  

trends, sills, issues,  

trends, stratification, commercialism, Paul Schervish 

trends, symptomatology, continuing  formation, personality disorder 

trends, work, al ethics,  

tribunal, finance, community, emotional 

Tridentine definition, functional, community,  

Tridentine, , al leadership, ministry 

Tridentine, , al leadership, teaching 

Tridentine, education, instruction, scripture 

Tridentine, model, post-Vatican II, maturity 

Trinitarian, , policy,  

Trinitarian, , relationship, communion 

Trinitarian, cultic, symbolic, diocesan  

Trinitarian, ecclesial life, ,  

Trinitarian, Paulist, Claretians, review 

Trinity, health, ministry, friendship 

Trinity, Second Vatican Council, bishop, Vatican II 

tripartite, service, vision,  

troubles, unsupervised, broken homes, knowledge 

trust, , intellectualization,  

trust, , personality,  

trust, , seminary,  

trust, clergy, servant, leadership 

trust, compassion, evaluation, hostility 

trust, compulsive, masturbation 

trust, confidentiality, internal forum, external forum 

trust, dialogue, , common ground 

trust, group environment, strategy,  

trust, intercultural communication, commitment, build 

trust, intimacy, personal,  

trust, Lead, , seminary 

trust, openness, Ordination, s 

trust, presbyterates, dialogue, healthy family 

trust, psychological, perspective, addiction 

trust, realism, patience,  

trust, reliable, educator, affection 

trust, respect, listening, education 

trust, selfishness, narcissism,  

trust, spiritual, religious, leadership 

trust, study, prayer, personal 

trust, support, challenge, vision 

trust, understanding, policy, compulsion 

trust, unity, inclusion,  



trust, Vatican II, Catholic ,  

trustees, donors, Vincent Cushing, school 

trustworthiness, mission, purpose, disequilibrium 

truth, , ,  

truth, , language, postmodern 

truth, adaequatio rei et intellectus, Scholastic, subjectivity 

truth, deliberate gratitude, discipline, ascetical 

truth, freedom, Veritatis Splendor, commitment 

truth, Letter to Families, Pope , ity 

truth, meaning,  

truth, missionary, commitment,  

truth, missionary, ministry,  

truth, moral, age, homoity 

truth, moral, religious,  

truth, personal, lecturing, writing 

truth, political, norms,  

truth, presentation, , commitment 

truth, religious studies, John H. Tietjen, theological 

truth, scholars, theologians philosophers,  

truth, separation, , negotiation 

truth, Tatian, Hellenistic, learning 

truth, visibility, piety, sacramentals 

truths, contemporary, values,  

truths, hermeneutics, ,  

TSA, individual retirement account, IRA , Education 

turbulence, discernment, ,  

turbulent, formation, bishop, faculty 

Tyler Miller, Carmen Schmidt, faculty, maturity 

U.S.  National review Board, field assignment, interaction, ignoble 

U.S. Catholic parish life, United States, Conference of Catholic  , postconciliar 

U.S. Conference of Catholic , Los Angeles Times Poll of s, formation programs, National Review Board 

U.S., al leadership, cultural challenges,  

U.S., al leadership, cultural challenges,  

U.S.-born, s, Vietnamese, Filipino 

Uganda, Poland, , cultural 

ultimate, privacy, , Kiribati  

ultramodern, Descartes, Locke, Kant 

UN Declaration of  Rights, dignity, recognition,  

unbegrieiflich, Philip Endean, German mysticism,  

uncertainty, mandate, ,  

Uncle Joe, pilgrimage, Grandma Grabowski,  

unconditional love, , ,  

underdiagnosed, seminary, admissions , rationale 

undergraduate, mission, requirements,  

understand, students, critical incidents,  

understanding church life, service, local, domestic 



understanding,  formation, maturity,  

understanding, , ,  

understanding, , ,  

understanding, , ,  

understanding, , respect,  

understanding, al care, music,  

understanding, American Catholic Philosophical Council, content, credits 

understanding, American, society, implications 

understanding, beliefs, practices, formation 

understanding, challenges, Eric Law, Cycle of Gospel Living 

understanding, Christoal, engagement, Newman 

understanding, collaboration, ,  

understanding, collaborative, impact, themes 

understanding, commitment, discussion, discernment 

understanding, consumerist, society, church 

understanding, critical thinking, educational approach, technique 

understanding, cultural differences, diversity, faculty 

understanding, cultural, , Angelo Cardinal Sodano 

understanding, cultural, , expression 

understanding, cultural, theological, al 

understanding, discipline, traditional, preamble 

understanding, effect, communion,  

understanding, effective, norm, laity 

understanding, environment, church, Avery Dulles 

understanding, experienced, soul, divine 

understanding, facilitation, momentum,  

understanding, filial love, Edmund Husserl, Edith Stein 

understanding, foundation, mission, atmosphere 

understanding, freedom, relationships, cultural 

understanding, Gerald Brown, complexity,  

understanding, Harold Kushner, Jews,  

understanding, inculturation, supervision,  

understanding, inner life, quality, contribution 

understanding, institutional concerns, scandal, litigation 

understanding, intellectual, spiritual, Decree on the  of s 

understanding, intention, circumstances, feelings 

understanding, Joseph Ratzinger, Pope Benedict XXVI,  

understanding, obedience, individualism,  

understanding, openness, trust,  

understanding, Papal Council, ecclesial life,  

understanding, social, ecclesiology,  

understanding, vision, living, complacency 

unfaithfulness, Center on Addiction and Substance , clergy, al ministers 

unfounded, issue, ministry, mission 

uniformity, personal development, s, Thomas Aquinas 

 union, disciples,  



unions, ATS< rectors, deans,  

United Airlines, Goldman Sachs, U.S. Army, universities 

United Nations, vocation-for-leadership, Russia,  

United Sates, missionary, awareness, challenge 

United States Catholic Conference, USCC, renewal, New Divine Office 

United States Conference of Catholic , behavioral orientation, Basis Plan for the Ongoing Formation of s,  

United States,  , crisis 

 United States, ,  

United States, , foundation, curriculum 

United States, , hierarchical, collaboration 

United States, , individual, attention 

United States, , personnel,  

United States, , tools, strategies 

United States, , vision, ordained ministry 

United States, Africa, East ,  

United States, American, virtue, John O’Connor 

United States, balance, , questioning 

United States, bishop, integrated, program 

United States, Canada, denominational, community 

United States, Catholic Engaged Encounter, CEE, parochial 

United States, Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate, spiritual director,  

United States, comprehensive, es Dabo Vobis, Second Vatican Council 

United States, confidentiality, serial  predator s,  

United States, Co-Workers, Vineyard, ministerial development 

United States, cross-culturally, contemporary, intelligence 

United States, cultural, ethical, America 

United States, customs, popular , formative 

United States, development, projects, church 

United States, diocesan, mission directors, seminarian 

United States, experience, new millennium,  

United States, faithful, Second Vatican Council,  

United States, field education, Bishop’s Committee on ly Life and Ministry,  

United States, gratitude, generosity, USCCB 

United States, intention, commitment,  

United States, Iraq, ordination, homo 

United States, Ireland, Vietnam, Nigeria 

United States, James Schuerman, Bryan Froehle, American 

United States, Marianist, Bernard Lee, connectedness 

United States, mentality, religious, competency 

United States, Mexico, s, laymen 

United States, morals, women,  

United States, multicultural , inculturation,  

United States, needs, concerns, possibilities 

United States, Nigerian, Brazilian, homoity 

United States, ordination, ,  

United States, ownership, operation, theologates 



United States, parish life, dimensions, revolution 

United States, Persian Gulf, Western Africa, cultural  

United States, personal development, discontinuity, Philip Sheldrake 

United States, Pope , Pope Benedict XVI, symposium 

United States, profession, model, society 

United States, Program of ly Formation, PPF,  

United States, program, formation,  

United States, programs, addiction, challenge 

United States, renewal, mandate, Pope Paul VI 

United States, response, National Intelligence Council,  

United States, screening, background check, protocol 

United States, Second Vatican Council, renewal, guide 

United States, secularized, democratic, society 

United States, seminaries, formation, NCCB 

United States, seminary, formation,  

United States, seminary, formation, es Dabo Vobis 

United States, social institution, implications, religious life 

United States, social welfare, Living With Diversity, Seeking Service 

United States, specialize, evaluations,  

United States, spirit, practice, candidates 

United States, Third World, family, community 

United States, trends, ,  

United States, unity, diversity,  

United States, Vatican II, satisfaction,  

United States, Wabash Center, ministry formation,  

United States, white, nation, constituency 

unity, call, calling 

unity, cohesion, stability, individualism 

unity, community, Net, internet 

unity, disciples, ecclesial communio, Christifideles 

unity, diversity, respect 

unity, facilitation, conflict management,  

unity, globalization, cultural, ethnic 

unity, harmony, realities (reality), intercultural interaction 

unity, implications, ,  

unity, inclusion, trust, connection 

unity, intellectual, spiritual, Martini 

unity, life, curriculum,  

unity, pluralist society, Eucharistic discipline,  

unity, separation, exclusion, implications 

unity, theological, social,  

unity, understanding, , mentality 

unity, vision, purpose,  

universal church, USCCB, Rome, recognitio 

universities, seminaries, vision, United States 

University of Dayton, Institute for Pastroal Initiatives, research, development 



university,  preparation, distance-learning, community 

university, formation, catechesis, evangelization 

university, lay parish ministers, laity, Virtual revolution 

university, relationship, religion, William Cahoy 

university, seminary, contemplative, candidate 

Urban T. Holmes, Thomas O’Meara,  of Ministry, transcendent 

urban, , structure, mission 

urban, upper middle-class, upper-class,  

urbanization, male domination, unemployment, preparation 

urbanization, peace, justice,  

urgent, function, parishes, turf wars 

Ursakrament, communal, proclaimed, celebrated 

US, United States, practical, public role 

USCC, meditation, Go and Make Disciples,  

USCCB, Bishop Wilton Gregory, , religious life 

USCCB, crisis, financial , laity 

USCCB, grant advisory, NCEA,  

usefulness, limits, well-defined, pleasure 

user category, P.J. Carnes, D.L. Demonico, E. J. Griffin 

utilitarianism, rights theory, freedom, sin 

Vaclav Havel, new tribalism, safe havens, Robert Wuthnow 

validation, , outcomes, instruments 

validation, precautions, screening, patterns 

validity, development, ,  

validity, inner life, private psyche,  

validity, inner life, private psyche,  

validity, structured interview, Life Inventory Questionnaires, cognitive functioning 

Valignano, Ricci, , architecture 

value, enthusiasm, intention,  

value, learn, support,  

value, ministry, Fides et Ratio, Pope  

value, needs, consciousness,  

value, preparation, pre-,  

value, principle, scholastic, spirit 

value, reality, ,  

value, understanding, mediated communication, collaboration 

value, volunteers, Catholic Network of Volunteer Service, CNVS 

values, emotions, awareness,  

values, expectations, ,  

values, integrity, truth,  

 values, intervention, cultural 

values, Spanish, English,  

values, spiritual, al,  

values, stress, celibate, sex-crazed 

values, trust, control,  

values, youth, , Vatican II 



variations, housing, location, chapel 

variety, background, foreign, cultural 

variety, challenge, liberal arts, Catholicism 

variety, knowledge, individual, addiction 

variety, Western Europe, cultural,  

vasectomies, ity, formation, development 

Vatican Council II, Blessed John XXIII, society, Ministry Formation Enrollment 

Vatican Council II, community, inclusive,  

Vatican Council II, Menti Nostrae, Second Vatican Council, administrative 

Vatican Council II, parameters, fundamentalist,  

Vatican I, media, dating, Italian revolution 

Vatican II Institute, , ,  

Vatican II Institute, ministry, formation, Dean Hoge 

Vatican II, , , al 

Vatican II, , al life, ministerial  

Vatican II, Ann Garrido, theological , ministerial skills 

Vatican II, Church's Missionary Activity, nature, homelands 

Vatican II, Code of Canon Law, Council of Trent, schedule 

Vatican II, collaboration, laity, clergy 

Vatican II, commitment, communication, Terence Cardinal Cooke 

Vatican II, communities, foundation,  

Vatican II, congregation, immaturity, silence 

Vatican II, criticism, preparation,  

Vatican II, diocesan, religious order, preparation 

Vatican II, discipleship, integrity,  

Vatican II, dissatisfaction, generation,  

Vatican II, ecclesial, documents,  

Vatican II, ethno-group, adults,  

Vatican II, Father James Bacik, Pope Benedict, Regensburg lecture 

Vatican II, formation, Robert Imbelli,  

Vatican II, frustration, proclamation, symbol 

Vatican II, generations, creedal statements, Catholic  

Vatican II, Georges Bernanos, The Diary of a Country , Graham Greene 

Vatican II, interpretations, liberal, conservative 

Vatican II, Karl Rahner, communication, Europe 

Vatican II, knowledge, Aeterni Patris,  

Vatican II, laboratory, parish cohesion,  

Vatican II, laity, ordained , function 

Vatican II, Maya Lin, focus, Douglas Woodruff 

Vatican II, minimalism, legalism,  

Vatican II, Muhammad, dialogue,  

Vatican II, nourishment, Sister Kathleen Harrington,  

Vatican II, personal , Lumen Gentium, society 

Vatican II, personality, structure, support 

Vatican II, powerless, , action 

Vatican II, practices, faith,  



Vatican II, priorities, ecclesiology,  

 Vatican II, quality, challenge 

Vatican II, reference, understanding,  

Vatican II, religious, ministry,  

Vatican II, roles, Chile,  

Vatican II, Second Vatican Ecumenical Council, Comunio et progressio,  

Vatican II, secularization of the , economics, social realities 

Vatican II, social , transformation, United States 

Vatican II, William Bausch, cura animarum,  

Vatican III, psychological, Trent,  

Vatican diplomacy, Muslim, Jose Casanova, Public Religions in the Modern World 

Vatican,  , gay, adolescent boys 

Vatican, problematic, Program for ly Formation, PPF 

Vatican, Program for ly Formation, PPF,  

Vatican, recognizing, Gospel message, transmit 

Vatican, symposium, lobbying, Rome 

VCR, videos, CD player, laptop 

venereal disease, genital pain, depression, profile 

Veni Creator Spiritus, self-criticism, theologia crucis, Mother Teresa 

verbal, nonverbal, therapy, reactions 

verification, immigrant status, documentation, recommendations 

vernacular, , reconfigured sanctuary,  

Vestigal Virgins, information, Boolean structure, databasing 

via negativa, responsibilities, functions, teaching 

viability, questions, health,  

vicar, on the job , OJT, perception 

victim, relationship, ,  

victims, false allegations, perpetrators,  

victims, impact, ,  

victims, spiritual, , renewal 

Victor Frankl, morality, Jewish, psychiatrist 

Victor Frankl, substance , sex, Bill Wilson 

Victor Heckler, The Catholic  in the United States, clericalism, traditional 

Victor Klimoski, parish ministry, effective,  

Victor Klimoski, professor, , advisor 

Victor Klimoski, sharing, Kevin O’Neil,  

Victoria Ries, challenge, call, personal 

video clips, seminaries, , podcasts 

videoconferencing, voice chat, , peer to peer 

videotape, requirements, formation,  

Vietnam, Hispanics, Catholic , church 

Vietnam, Nigeria, Kenya, Mexico 

Vietnamese, , Mexico, cultural differences 

Vietnamese, Hispanic, Mexican-American,  

village, Bishop, seminary, jargon 

Vincent Bilotta, development, James Gill,  Development 



Vincent Miller, consumerist , baptism, Symposium 

vineyard, Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate, CARA, - 

vineyard, ecclesial minister, Cardinal Avery Dulles, symposia 

violence,  Richard Davis, pathology, motivation 

violence, , Europeans, belonging 

violence, influence, fundamentalism,  

violence, Iraq, civilions, Israelis 

violence, ity, alternative, perspective 

violence, legal, impulsive, al 

violence, legal, impulsive, al 

violence, network, peace, harmony 

violence, role, conflict,  

violence, suffering, skills, wisdom 

Virgen Morenita, Foundational Christian Communities, fathers, sisters 

Virgin of Guadalupe, Casas de Huespedes, migrants,  

Virginia Satir, students, introspection,  

Virginia, high school, teams, Bible 

Virtual Faith, fear, mistrust, race 

virtual monastery, scheduling, distance, supplement 

virtual monastery, theological, religious, spiritual 

virtual, free of charge, Parish, youth minister 

virtue ethics, vision,  director,  

virtue, intellectual, ,  

virtue, perception, institutional, mission 

virtue, relationships, collaboration, community 

virtue, Veritatis Splendor, ,  

virtue, vice, isolated, marginalized 

virtues, Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self,  

virtues, faith, hope, charity 

virtues, knowledge, skills,  

virtues, seminaries, , natural 

vision contemporary, initiation, Rite of Christian Initiation for Adults,  

vision, , ,  

vision, , code of morality, worship 

vision, , cultural icons 

vision, , evangelization, model 

 vision, Common Ground Initiative, problematic 

vision, community, Neo-Catechumenate, Focolare Movement 

vision, community, women,  

vision, cultural context, American, competitiveness 

vision, directives, workload,  

vision, empowerment, community, Pope John Paiul II 

vision, environment, relationship, support 

vision, establishment, Catholic University of America,  

vision, facilitation, self-analysis, Kollar 

vision, fidelity, new evangelization, Maintenance to Mission: Evangelization and the Revitalization of the Parish 



vision, foreign-born, African American,  

vision, homily, laity,  

vision, implications, resources,  

vision, inclusive, diocese, solidarity 

vision, integration, responsibility, seminary 

vision, Kenneth Untener, polarization,  

vision, obligation, charity, understanding 

vision, ongoing conversion, es Dabo Vobis, intellectual 

vision, parish, ministry,  

vision, Philosophy, ly formation, s 

vision, respect, perspectives, biases 

vision, Second Vatican Council, Pope ,  

vision, spiritual journey, Parker J. Palmer,  

vision, spiritual, initiatives, England 

vision, strategies, effectiveness, laity 

vision, United States, recommendations,  

vision, values, parish 

visitations, Gregory Aymond, Ronald Witherup, Sulpicians 

visual, newspaper, Internet, proficiency 

visual, Woody Allen, George Burns, Mass Appeal 

Vita Consecrata, religious order, institute, constitution 

Vita Consecreta, obedience, Dominican Order, Erik Erikson 

vital parish, quality, Rembert Weakland,  

vitality, interaction, apostolic activity, searching 

vitality, prescriptions, candidates, differences 

vitality, quality, ,  

vitality, relationship, Howard Doweiko, psychologist 

Voice of the Faithful, VOTF, Mary Pat Fox, support 

voice, , vocatio,  

voices, , Prophetic,  

void, Episcopal Church, , style 
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